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Introduction
This report summarizes the results of the 2018 Comox Valley Vital Signs quality of life survey
(“the survey”) conducted over the period April 19 to May 18, 2018. The survey is part of the
Vital Signs® project (“the project”) currently underway, conducted by the Comox Valley
Community Foundation in conjunction with its partners: the United Way of Central and
Northern Vancouver Island, North Island College and the Comox Valley Social Planning
Society.
The project will result in a Comox Valley Vital Signs report to be released during the week of
Oct.1-5, 2018. The Vital Signs program is being carried out simultaneously in communities
across Canada with the common release period for all local Vital Signs reports as well as a
national report produced by the Community Foundations of Canada, the umbrella
organization of the 191 member community foundations in Canada.
This 2018 Quality of Life Survey is the second such survey produced for the Comox Valley
Community, the first having been produced in 2016. The questions in this survey are
identical to those in 2016, except for a small number of changes. These are easily identified
by the reader when comparing this survey report with the 2016 report.

Methodology
The survey was conducted online using the Survey Monkey system. Participation in the
survey was promoted through newspaper articles and advertisements, radio interviews,
social media, and email to many individuals and groups. In addition, paper copies of the
survey were distributed to a small sample of students in order to encourage youth
participation.
The survey covered many thematic areas affecting the quality of life in the Comox Valley.
Included in each thematic area were several statements to which the respondent was asked
to indicate his/her level of agreement or disagreement.
For each quality of life theme area, survey respondents were asked to prioritize improvement
options and were given an option to write their own "Other" responses. To reduce coding
error and maintain consistency among categories, a single researcher reviewed and
categorized all open-ended questions. For the purpose of this report, results of the "Other"
categories are reported only where there were more than ten respondents reporting the
same "Other" priority. Quotes are used throughout this report to give greater context and
illustrate the wide variety of responses, even where themes did not emerge.
The survey also included a number of demographic questions to identify such variables as
the age, gender, employment status and where respondents live in the Comox Valley. This
identification allows disaggregation of the survey responses by these factors. Finally, the
survey included several opportunities for respondents to make open-ended comments.

Who Completed the Survey?
A total of 1363 responses were received including 31 from persons living outside the Comox
Valley. These 31 responses were removed, leaving 1332 persons who completed all or part
of the survey. While respondents were allowed to skip answering questions, all questions
received answers from at least 993 respondents. All responses were done online. The
following subsections provide profiles of the respondents based on a number of variables.
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a. Residency Profile Signs
Q1: Where do you live?
Location

Response
Response
Percent
Percent
27%
45%
6%
22%
7.3%
7.8%
6.8%
<1%
100%

Comox
Courtenay
Cumberland
Electoral Areas A, B, C
Area A
Area B
Area C
K’ómoks First Nation
Total

b. Age Profile
Q28: How old are you today?

Age Band

Response
Percent

0-19
20-39
40-59
60-79
80-

2%
16%
34%
46%
3%

c. Gender Profile
Q29: What is your gender identity?

Gender
Male
Female
Transgender

Response
Percent
29%
70%
<1%

d. Aboriginal Identity
Q30: Do you identify as Aboriginal (First Nations, Metis, Inuit)?
Aboriginal
Identity
Yes
No

Response
Percent
2%
98%
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e. Visible Minority
Q31: Do you identify as a visible minority?
Visible
Minority
Identity

Response
Percent

Yes
No

4%
96%

f. Comfort Level Profile
Q32: Do you generally have enough money to buy the things you need to live well?

Never
Sometimes
Always

All Comox
Valley
3%
29%
68%

Comox

Courtenay Cumberland

2%
26%
73%

4%
30%
66%

6%
41%
53%

Areas K’ómoks
A, B, C
FN
2%
0%
27%
0%
71%
100%

g. Income Source Profile
Q33: Does the majority of your primary household income come from employment
within the Comox Valley?

Yes
No
n/a
Unemployed
n/a Retired
n/a

All Comox
Valley
46%
17%

Comox

Courtenay
45%
16%

Cumberlan
d
62%
21%

Areas
A, B, C
44%
19%

K’ómoks
FN
0%
0%

44%
17%

1%
35%
2%

0%
38%
0%

1%
35%
3%

3%
15%
0%

0%
36%
1%

0%
100%
0%

Response Scoring
For agree/disagree-type statements, respondents are given five options. In order to convert
these responses to numerical scores, the following point system is used:
Strongly Disagree (-10 points), Disagree (-5 points), Neutral (0 points), Agree (+5 points),
Strongly Agree (+10 points).
The score for any item is computed for all respondents who were not “Neutral”. Those who
were “Neutral” are assumed to have no opinion or no knowledge of the particular issue in the
item and are therefore not used in computing average score. The average score is positive if
there is overall more agreement or negative if there is overall more disagreement with the
statement in the item. (It should be noted that if the Neutrals are included in the average, the
direction of agreement or disagreement would not change although the average would be
muted somewhat, the amount depending on the number of Neutrals.)
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For other items in the survey, all scoring methods are explained with the results in
subsequent sections of this report. In the following sections, all scores are reported for all
responses as well as for subgroups by residence (based on Question 1), by age (based on
Question 28) and economic comfort level (based on Question 32).

Community and Quality of Life
a. Sense of Belonging
Q2: How would you describe your sense of belonging to the community you live in?
Scale used in calculating scores in tables below:
Very weak
-10 points
Somewhat weak
-5 points
Somewhat strong
5 points
Strong
10 points
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
6.9

Comox
7.1

Courtena
y
6.6

Cumberlan
d
7.3

By Age:
Score:

All ages
6.9

-19
6.1

20-39
6.4

40-59
6.6

By Comfort:

All ages

Low

High

6.9

5.5

Mediu
m
6.0

Score:

Areas
A, B, C
7.2
60-79
6.4

K’ómoks
FN
6.7
807.7

7.5

b. Overall Quality of Life
Q3: How would you rate the overall quality of life in the Comox Valley today?
Scale used in calculating scores in tables below:
Poor
0 points
Good
5 points
Excellent 10 points
By Residence:
Score:

All
Comox
Valley
6.9

Comox

Courtena
y

Cumberlan
d

7.4

6.5

6.5
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Areas
A, B, C
7.4

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

By Age:
Score:

All ages
6.9

-19
5.6

20-39
6.6

40-59
6.7

By Comfort:

All ages

Low

High

6.9

3.4

Mediu
m
5.8

Score:

60-79
6.6

807.5

7.6

c. Changes of Quality over Time
Q4: In general, would you say quality of life in the Comox Valley is getting better,
getting worse, or staying the same?
Scale used in calculating scores in tables below:
Getting a lot worse
-10 points
Getting somewhat worse
-5 points
Staying about the same
0 points
Getting somewhat better
+5 points
Getting a lot better
+10 points
By Residence:
Score:

All
Comox
Valley
0.0

By Age:
Score:

All ages
0.0

-19
1.7

20-39
0.6

40-59
-0.5

By Comfort:

All ages

Low

High

0.0

-6.0

Mediu
m
-1.6

Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

0.9

-0.4

-0.8

Areas
A, B, C

K’ómoks
FN

-0.1

0.0

60-79
0.6

800.0

0.9

NEW TO THE COMOX VALLEY: The most frequently reported “Other” response was the
respondent was new to the Comox Valley and felt unqualified to select a response (n=18 or
31%).
“A relative newcomer, 2 years, so hard to say” (Comox resident)
TRAFFIC CONGESTION: Traffic congestion was the second most frequently reported
response to if the quality of life in the Comox Valley is getting better, worse or staying the
same (n=7 or 12%).
“The roads and bridges are not adequate to handle the traffic.” (Courtenay resident)
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“Traffic congestion is worse, but in other ways -- events, festivals, shopping, market, for
instance -- the valley is getting better.” (Courtenay Resident)
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d. Local Health Issues
In March the Comox Valley Community Health Network identified 16 key local health
issues using community data. Please rank your top 5 most important local health
issues (with 1 being the most important).
Local Health Issue

Rank

Affordable & Safe Supportive Housing

1

Senior Care

2

Mental Health & Wellness

3

Healthy Environment & Climate Change

4

Healthy Children, Youth & Families

5

Employment Opportunities & Equity

6

Reduce Poverty

7

Food Security

8

Transportation

9

Coordination & Navigation Support to Access Health Services

10

Community & Social Connection

11

Increased Prevention & Health Promotion

12

Regional & Municipal Partnerships

13

Social Change

14

Increase Educational Opportunities about Health

15

Cultural Safety

16
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Note on Scoring for All Subsequent Sections
For agree/disagree type questions that follow in tables for the remainder of this report, the
scale used in calculating the scores that are shown in table is:
Strongly disagree -10 points
Disagree
-5 points
Neutral
0 points
Agree
+5 points
Strongly agree +10 points
As noted earlier, “Neutral” responses are not used in calculating scores.
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Gap Between Rich and Poor
Q6: Gap Between Rich and Poor
There is adequate support for people living in poverty.
By Residence:
Score:

All
Comox
Valley
-5.6

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

Areas
A, B, C

K’ómoks
FN

-5.5

-5.5

-6.6

-5.6

-5.0

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-5.6

-19
-4.3

20-39
-5.7

40-59
-5.6

By Comfort:

All ages

Low

High

-5.6

-8.9

Mediu
m
-6.0

Score:

60-79
-5.7

80-4.3

-5.3

People can easily earn a livable wage in my community.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-5.4

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-5.4

-19
-1.4

20-39
-5.6

40-59
-6.0

By Comfort:

All ages

Low

High

-5.4

-9.0

Mediu
m
-6.3

Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-5.3

-5.2

-6.6

Areas
A, B, C
-5.4
60-79
-5.1

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0
80-4.1

-4.8

The gap between rich and poor is a problem here.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
4.0

By Age:
Score:

All ages
4.0

-19
1.7

20-39
5.3

40-59
4.0

By Comfort:

All ages

Low

High

4.0

6.8

Mediu
m
5.5

Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

3.2

4.2

10

5.8

Areas
A, B, C
4.1

K’ómoks
FN
10.0

60-79
3.8

801.2

3.2

Q7: My top priority for improvement in the area of GAP BETWEEN RICH & POOR
[choose only one]
Priorities

Response Percent

More affordable housing

40%

Supports to transition from poverty to
workforce

16%

More job creation initiatives

14%

Higher minimum wage

8%

Increased taxation on high income earners

8%

More subsidized child care

5%

Higher income assistance rates

4%

Other (please specify)

6%

There were no “Other” priority responses with more than 10 similar responses. The
following quotes illustrate a range of comments.
“I agree with all of the above. All are important; equally important but in different ways.”
(Comox resident)
“Set a living wage $20/hr + Child Care - the slow increase to $15/hr doesn't work” (Electoral
Area A resident)
“Need for increased government institutions for those with mental health and addiction
issues.” (Courtenay resident)
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Health and Wellness
Q8: Health and Wellness
There is good access to health care here.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
3.1

By Age:
Score:

All ages
3.1

-19
3.6

20-39
4.5

40-59
2.8

All levels

Low

High

3.1

-2.1

Mediu
m
2.4

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
4.0

Areas
A, B, C
3.2

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0

3.1

3.0

60-79
3.0

802.6

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0

3.6

There is good access to mental health services here.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-2.4

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-2.4

-19
2.1

20-39
-1.3

40-59
-2.6

All levels

Low

High

-2.4

-5.9

Mediu
m
-3.2

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-1.5

-2.2

-3.8

Areas
A, B, C
-3.3
60-79
-2.8

80-0.8

-1.7

A healthy lifestyle is encouraged in this community.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
5.4

By Age:
Score:

All ages
5.4

-19
5.5

20-39
5.7

40-59
5.6

All levels

Low

High

5.4

4.0

Mediu
m
5.2

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

5.8

5.2
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5.5

Areas
A, B, C
5.5

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

60-79
5.4

805.4

5.7

Q9: My top priority for improvement in the area of HEALTH &
WELLNESS [choose only one]
Priorities

Response Percent

Increased access to local specialist care

28%

Increased access to mental health care services

27%

Increased access to extended care benefits (services like
dental, physiotherapy, massage therapy, etc)

21%

Increased access to early interventions for children

10%

Increased access to women’s health services

3%

Other (please specify)

11%

SENIORS: Topics related to seniors were the most frequently reported “Other” responses
when asked about the top priority for improvement in health and wellness (n=14 or 27%).
“Increased senior housing -too many waiting in hospital.” (Comox resident)
“More facilities and services for senior care” (Courtenay resident)
AIR QUALITY AND WOOD STOVES: Improvements in air quality and limiting wood
burning was the second most frequently reported “Other” response (n=9 or 16%).
“Regulations for wood burning stove emissions” (Comox resident)
“better air quality. decrease wood stove smoke.” (Courtenay resident)
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Economy and Work
Q10: Economy and Work
There are adequate employment opportunities for me in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-0.7

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-0.7

-19
2.2

20-39
-0.2

40-59
-0.3

All levels

Low

High

-0.7

-7.1

Mediu
m
-3.0

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-0.9

-1.2

-1.6

Areas
A, B, C
0.6
60-79
-1.5

K’ómoks
FN
0.0
80-3.9

1.0

Quality job opportunities for graduates entering the workforce are created here.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-4.6

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-4.6

-19
-0.7

20-39
-3.2

40-59
-4.8

All levels

Low

High

-4.6

-7.2

Mediu
m
-5.4

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-4.6

-4.8

-4.1

Areas
A, B, C
-4.4
60-79
-5.1

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0
80-5.4

-4.1

New businesses are supported in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
2.7

By Age:
Score:

All ages
2.7

-19
5.7

20-39
4.2

40-59
2.3

All levels

Low

High

2.7

-0.3

Mediu
m
1.9

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

2.4

2.6
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4.0

Areas
A, B, C
3.2

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

60-79
2.3

801.1

3.1

Q11: My top priority for improvement in the area of ECONOMY & WORK [choose only
one]
Priorities

Response Percent

More jobs that pay a living wage

35%

More full-time, year-round jobs

14%

Green economy opportunities

12%

More middle to high wage opportunities

10%

More support for new businesses to open
here

8%

Job opportunities for new post-secondary
graduates

6%

More apprenticeship opportunities

6%

Support for new infrastructure development

5%

Other (please specify)

4%

There were no “Other” priority responses with more than 10 similar responses. The
following quotes illustrate a range of comments.
“need to support industry which will give more full time good paying jobs” (Cumberland
resident)
“incentive for new businesses by lower taxes on businesses” (Courtenay resident)
“Attract tourists and the money will follow” (Electoral Area B resident)
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Housing
Q12: Housing
Housing is affordable in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-6.3

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-6.3

-19
-3.6

20-39
-7.0

40-59
-7.0

All levels

Low

High

-6.3

-9.1

Mediu
m
-7.3

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-6.1

-6.3

-8.2

Areas
A, B, C
-6.0
60-79
-5.7

K’ómoks
FN
-10.0
80-4.6

-5.7

There are adequate efforts to reduce homelessness in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-5.2

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-5.2

-19
-2.7

20-39
-5.0

40-59
-5.3

All levels

Low

High

-5.2

-8.6

Mediu
m
-5.6

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-4.5

-5.5

-6.5

Areas
A, B, C
-5.3
60-79
-5.4

K’ómoks
FN
-10.0
80-4.5

-4.9

I have experienced difficulty in accessing appropriate housing in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-2.4

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-2.4

-19
-3.5

20-39
1.8

40-59
-1.8

All levels

Low

High

-2.4

6.1

Mediu
m
2.6

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-2.9

-1.7

0.3

Areas
A, B, C
-4.1
60-79
-4.6
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-4.9

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0
80-4.6

Q13: My top priority for improvement in the area of HOUSING [choose only one]
Priorities

Response Percent

Increased efforts to reduce homelessness in the Comox Valley

24%

More subsidized housing units

23%

Increased number of secondary suites

15%

More housing in central locations

14%

Improved transportation to areas where affordable housing is
available

9%

Stricter regulations on short-term rentals

6%

Other (please specify)

10%

AFFORDABLITY: The most frequently reported “Other” responses are related to housing
and renting affordability when asked about the top priority for housing (n=16 or 38%).
“More housing that is affordable for rent and purchase” (Courtenay resident)
“affordable housing for those earning a living wage” (Electoral Area B resident)
“Price of houses needs reduced for new homeowners” (Cumberland resident)
DEVELOPMENT: Responses related to development and developers were the second most
frequent “Other” response (n=4 or 10%)
“Reduce development costs and conditions, introduce measures to allow more density, freeze
property taxes” (Cumberland resident)
“Fewer roadblocks for developers” (Electoral Area C resident)
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Getting Around and Transportation
Q14: Getting Around and Transportation
Our community has adequate infrastructure for accessing my daily needs:
Walking
By
Residence:
Score:
By Age:
Score:
By Comfort:
Score:

All
Comox
Valley
4.3

Comox

Courtenay

4.7

4.5

Cumberland Areas
A, B, C
2.6

All ages
4.3

-19
2.7

20-39
3.4

40-59
3.8

All levels

Low

High

4.3

0.6

Mediu
m
3.8

3.7

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

60-79
4.9

805.8

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

4.6

Cycling
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
1.8

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

2.3

2.0

0.8

Areas
A, B, C
1.5

By Age:
Score:

All ages
1.8

-19
4.6

20-39
1.3

40-59
1.3

60-79
2.2

804.8

All levels

Low

Mediu
m
Score:
1.8
0.0
2.0
Wheelchairs, scooters and other mobility devices

High

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

By Comfort:

By Residence:

1.9

Score:

All Comox
Valley
-0.8

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-0.8

-19
1.9

20-39
-1.9

40-59
-1.1

All levels

Low

High

Score:
Public transport

-0.8

-6.7

Mediu
m
-2.0

By Residence:

All Comox
Valley

By Comfort:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

0.1

-0.9

-1.4

Areas
A, B, C
-1.2
60-79
-0.5

802.5

Areas
A, B, C

K’ómoks
FN

Comox

Courtenay
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0.0
Cumberland

Score:

-2.7

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-2.7

-19
0.0

20-39
-4.8

40-59
-3.5

All levels

Low

High

-2.7

-5.0

Mediu
m
-4.0

By Comfort:
Score:

-1.9

-2.2

-4.7

-3.9

5.0

60-79
-1.5

800.3

K’ómoks
FN
5.0
802.9

-1.8

Driving
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
4.5

By Age:
Score:

All ages
4.5

-19
6.5

20-39
3.9

40-59
4.5

All levels

Low

High

4.5

3.8

Mediu
m
3.9

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

4.8

4.1

4.7

Areas
A, B, C
4.6
60-79
4.6

4.7

Q15: My top priority for improvement in the area of GETTING AROUND &
TRANSPORTATION [choose only one]
Response
Percent

Priorities
Reduced traffic congestion

20%

Improved cycling network and facilities

19%

More frequent bus runs

19%

Improved public transportation in rural areas

13%

Improved walkability (lighting, crosswalks, sidewalks)

8%

Improved transportation services for individuals with limited mobility

7%

Improved taxi and ride sharing services

4%

More affordable public transit

3%

Other (please specify)

7%
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There were no “Other” priority responses with more than 10 similar responses. The
following quotes illustrate a range of comments.
“FREQUENT, FLEXIBLE, ACCESSIBLE MINI-BUS runs please! Also, offering common
transportation FROM events locations as needed, please.” (Courtenay resident)
“Cleaning up bottlenecks. These are created by things like reduced lane width or elimination
of lanes for a short distance.” (Courtenay resident)
“Routing access to social services, food bank, soup kitchen” (Comox resident)
“Bridge from Comox to Cliffe Ave (19A) to avoid 17th St bridge.” (Comox resident)
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Environment and Sustainability
Q16: Environment and Sustainability
There is good air quality in the Comox Valley.
By
Residence:
Score:
By Age:
Score:
By Comfort:
Score:

All
Comox
Valley
0.1

Comox

Courtenay

0.4

-0.1

Cumberland Areas
A, B, C
-3.2

All ages
0.1

-19
2.3

20-39
0.5

40-59
0.2

All levels

Low

High

0.1

0.7

Mediu
m
-0.3

1.0

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

60-79
-0.3

802.3

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

0.3

There is good drinking water quality in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
1.9

By Age:
Score:

All ages
1.9

-19
3.6

20-39
1.7

40-59
1.9

All levels

Low

High

1.9

-3.1

Mediu
m
1.0

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

2.0

1.8

3.5

Areas
A, B, C
1.7
60-79
1.8

803.2

K’ómoks
FN
5.0
803.5

2.5

There are good supports for water conservation efforts.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
1.6

By Age:
Score:

All ages
1.6

-19
3.3

20-39
1.0

40-59
1.7

All levels

Low

High

1.6

0.0

Mediu
m
0.8

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

1.8

1.7

1.0

Areas
A, B, C
1.2
60-79
1.4
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1.9

The Comox Valley is an environmentally responsible community.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
1.9

By Age:
Score:

All ages
1.9

-19
1.3

20-39
1.1

40-59
2.1

All levels

Low

High

-0.3

1.7

Mediu
m
2.1

By Comfort:
1.9

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
2.6

Areas
A, B, C
1.3

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

2.1

1.9

60-79
1.9

804.5

K’ómoks
FN
0.0

1.9

There are good waste management services in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
2.4

By Age:
Score:

All ages
2.4

-19
1.4

20-39
1.9

40-59
2.3

All levels

Low

High

2.4

-0.9

Mediu
m
1.9

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

2.8

2.3

3.8

Areas
A, B, C
1.6
60-79
2.6

803.3

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0
804.1

2.8

There are good recycling services in the Comox Valley
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
2.3

By Age:
Score:

All ages
2.3

-19
2.8

20-39
1.0

40-59
1.8

All levels

Low

High

2.3

-1.3

Mediu
m
1.8

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

2.6

2.4

3.3

Areas
A, B, C
1.7
60-79
3.0
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2.7

Q17: My top priority for improvement in the area of ENVIRONMENT &
SUSTAINABILITY [choose only one]
Response Percent

Priorities
Improved health and protection of local rivers, streams and
lakes

15%

Improved air quality

13%

Limiting deforestation

12%

Options for alternative energy

11%

Improved drinking water quality

9%

Restoring the K’omoks Estuary

9%

Climate change mitigation and adaptation

8%

Improved waste management

7%

Improved water conservation strategies

4%

Improved management of sewage systems

4%

Other (please specify)

9%

There were no “Other” priority responses with more than 10 similar responses. The
following quotes illustrate a range of comments.
“all of the above can't chose because they are interrelated” (Courtenay resident)
“improve curbside recycling options ie: glass containers. Most communities allow glass in a
separate blue bin in the curbside recycle plan.” (Comox resident)
“maintain existing initiatives” (Electoral Area B resident)
“Limiting deforestation by large timber companies, not by applying arbitrary tree bylaws to
homeowners.” (Courtenay resident)
“improve air quality by reducing smoke from home heating and open burning” (Comox
resident)
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Learning
Q18: Education and Lifelong Learning
There is high quality public education (K-12) in our community.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
3.7

By Age:
Score:

All ages
3.7

-19
0.4

20-39
3.6

40-59
2.7

All levels

Low

High

3.7

-1.6

Mediu
m
2.4

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
4.3

Areas
A, B, C
4.3

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

3.4

3.6

60-79
4.7

805.2

K’ómoks
FN
-1.6

4.5

There is adequate support for literacy in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
3.7

By Age:
Score:

All ages
3.7

-19
4.2

20-39
4.3

40-59
3.4

All levels

Low

High

3.7

0.0

Mediu
m
3.2

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-1.6

2.4

4.5

Areas
A, B, C
3.7
60-79
3.7

804.7

K’ómoks
FN
5.0
803.9

4.1

There are adequate opportunities for learning beyond high school.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
3.5

By Age:
Score:

All ages
3.5

-19
0.5

20-39
3.0

40-59
3.1

All levels

Low

High

3.5

0.9

Mediu
m
2.4

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

3.6

3.5

2.7

Areas
A, B, C
3.7
60-79
4.1

4.1

There is adequate support of early years educational opportunities.
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By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
3.0

By Age:
Score:

All ages
3.0

-19
3.6

20-39
2.6

40-59
3.2

All levels

Low

High

3.0

1.0

Mediu
m
2.4

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
3.8

Areas
A, B, C
3.0

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

3.4

2.4

60-79
2.7

804.6

K’ómoks
FN
-10.0
800.8

3.3

Post-secondary education is affordable.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-1.4

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-1.4

-19
-4.5

20-39
-0.9

40-59
-1.9

All levels

Low

High

-1.4

-6.1

Mediu
m
-2.9

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-0.1

-1.9

-3.9

Areas
A, B, C
-1.1
60-79
-1.1

-0.3

Q19: My top priority for improvement in the area of EDUCATION & LIFELONG
LEARNING [choose only one]
Priorities

Response Percent

Increased funding to public education system

32%

Increased on-the-job training opportunities

29%

Additional credential options in post-secondary study
locally

19%

Expanded access to early childhood development
activities

10%

Increased library services

3%

Other (please specify)

7%

There were no “Other” priority responses with more than 10 similar responses. The
following quotes illustrate a range of comments.
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“Improved curriculum at all levels, including qualified instruction about history from the
perspectives of women, indigenous people and immigrants; teaching about sexism, racism and
classism and the structures that have created and uphold these; teaching emotional
intelligence and how to communicate etc,” (Courtenay resident)
“Funding for Public School systems so that the PUBLIC schools have the materials, books, and
equipment they need to reach a wholesome, engaged and inspiring education.” (Comox
resident)
“Reduce tuition costs for post secondary education” (Comox resident)
“public education - assistance for 'non-mainstream' children” (Courtenay resident)
“more student exposure to AI [Artificial Intelligence] technology; 'fab labs', etc.” (Electoral
Area B resident)
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Arts, Culture and Recreation
Q20: Arts, Culture and Recreation
There is an adequate supply of recreation opportunities.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
5.5

By Age:
Score:

All ages
5.5

-19
2.9

20-39
5.6

40-59
6.0

All levels

Low

High

5.5

3.5

Mediu
m
5.1

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
5.3

Areas
A, B, C
5.3

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

5.8

5.4

60-79
5.3

805.7

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

5.8

I can afford to access all of the cultural activities I want to.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
2.5

By Age:
Score:

All ages
2.5

-19
5.0

20-39
2.1

40-59
1.7

All levels

Low

High

2.5

-6.5

Mediu
m
-0.8

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

3.2

2.3

1.2

Areas
A, B, C
2.5
60-79
3.1

805.4

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0
805.6

4.2

There is adequate availability of outdoor recreation options.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
6.1

By Age:
Score:

All ages
6.1

-19
0.0

20-39
6.8

40-59
6.3

All levels

Low

High

6.1

3.1

Mediu
m
5.9

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

6.2

6.1

6.0

Areas
A, B, C
6.2
60-79
6.0
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6.4

Sports and recreation opportunities are affordable.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
2.5

By Age:
Score:

All ages
2.5

-19
2.0

20-39
2.1

40-59
1.9

All levels

Low

High

2.5

-6.1

Mediu
m
-0.3

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
1.7

Areas
A, B, C
3.1

K’ómoks
FN
5.4

5.0

2.1

60-79
3.2

803.6

4.0

Q21: How often do YOU use the following facilities and spaces?
Usage Rating based on scale: Never (0), Sometimes (5), Often (10)
Answer Options

Usage Rating

Local Beaches

7.7

CVRD Trails (Denman Cross Island Trail, Goose Spit, Seal
Bay, Nymph Falls, Grassy Point, etc.)

7.1

Provincial Parks (Strathcona, Kitty Coleman, Helliwell,
etc.)

6.2

Municipal Parks & Playgrounds

6.1

Sid Williams Theatre

5.2

Art Galleries & Museums

4.3

CV Aquatic Centre

4.3

Comox Recreation / Community Centre

4.0

Cumberland Trails

3.9

Lewis Centre

3.9

Mt Washington Ski Resort

3.8

CV Sports Centre

3.3

School or Sports Fields

3.1
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Q22: My top priority for improvement in the area of ARTS, CULTURE &
RECREATION [choose only one]
Response
Percent

Priorities
Expansion of parks and trails

37%

More affordable cultural activities

17%

More affordable sports programs

12%

More or improved recreational facilities

11%

More festivals

6%

More playground equipment in parks for
children

5%

Other (please specify)

12%

ACCESS TO RECREATION, ARTS & CULTURE: Comments related to increased access to a
range of recreational activities, arts and cultural events was the most frequently reported
“Other” response for the improvement of Arts, Culture and Recreation (n= 24 or 50%)
“More gymnasiums. Seems all the gyms, be it school or recreation, or booked solid. Need more
indoor facilities as our weather is not conducive to outdoors: ie. tennis, pickleball.” (Courtenay
resident)
“public art. We need some statues and other public art.” (Electoral Area C resident)
“Affordable access for groups to practice the arts” (Courtenay resident)
“More public equestrian facilities” (Electoral Area B resident)
“Rec centre programs are very good but many only available during daytime working hours,
thus limited access for some.” (Courtenay resident)
AFFORDIBILITY OF RECREATION, ARTS & CULTURE: The affordability of recreation, arts
and culture programs and/or facilities was the second most “Other” response (n=11 or
23%)
“lower rates for community recreation centers and the pools” (Electoral Area B resident)
“more affordable programs at Comox Rec. Drop in rates are too expensive for seniors who
regularly attend.” (Comox resident)
“More, stable core funding for not for profit Arts Organizations” (Electoral Area A resident)
“seniors prices a high ticket events and activities” (Courtenay resident)
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Leadership, Civic Engagement and Belonging
Q23: Leadership and Civic Engagement
A review of the local governance structure is necessary.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
6.1

By Age:
Score:

All ages
6.1

-19
6.7

20-39
5.6

40-59
6.1

All levels

Low

High

6.1

7.2

Mediu
m
6.5

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
3.0

Areas
A, B, C
6.1

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0

6.1

6.6

60-79
6.2

806.1

K’ómoks
FN
10.0

5.9

I feel included and connected in my community.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
3.1

By Age:
Score:

All ages
3.1

-19
-0.8

20-39
2.4

40-59
3.0

All levels

Low

High

3.1

-1.5

Mediu
m
1.3

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

3.1

2.9

4.0

Areas
A, B, C
3.3
60-79
3.5

804.2

K’ómoks
FN
10.0
807.1

4.0

Volunteerism is important to the quality of life in the Comox Valley.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
7.0

By Age:
Score:

All ages
7.0

-19
6.4

20-39
6.1

40-59
7.0

All levels

Low

High

7.0

6.5

Mediu
m
6.7

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

7.2

6.9

6.2

Areas
A, B, C
6.9
60-79
7.2
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7.1

There are adequate efforts from municipal leaders to engage citizens.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-1.9

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-1.9

-19
0.0

20-39
-2.0

40-59
-1.9

All levels

Low

High

-1.9

-5.3

Mediu
m
-3.8

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-1.9

-2.0

0.5

Areas
A, B, C
-2.6
60-79
-1.9

K’ómoks
FN
5.0
80-0.8

-1.0

Q24: How many hours, to the nearest hour, did you volunteer this week in any aspect
of community service?
Answer Options

Response Percent

0 hours
1-2 hours
3-5 hours
6-9 hours
10+ hours

31%
27%
23%
9%
10%

Q25: My top priority for improvement in the area of LEADERSHIP, CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT & BELONGING [choose only one]
Priorities

Response Percent

More opportunities for public engagement in local
government planning

29%

Increased awareness of opportunities to volunteer

20%

More initiatives to increase voter turnout

19%

More free community events

14%

Improving electoral boundaries

9%

Other (please specify)

10%

AMALGAMATION: Amalgamation was the top response to “Other” when asked to identify
top priority for improvement in Leadership, Civic Engagement and Belonging (n=19 or
40%)
“amalgamation of local government services” (Comox resident)
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“There are too many governments in the Comox Valley. Amalgamate and reduce bureaucracy”
(Courtenay resident)
“merge the local governments” (Electoral Area A resident)
Additionally the following “Other” responses cover a range of topics other than
amalgamation.
“greater transparency as to what is happening” (Courtenay resident)
“increased opportunity for persons with limited mobility to be heard” (Courtenay resident)
“more public forums on local issues / new ideas that canvas many points of view” (Comox
resident)

“most families too busy trying to earn a living to become involved in civic or volunteer
opportunities” (Courtenay resident)
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Food
Q26: Food
I have access to nutritious, affordable food.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
6.0

By Age:
Score:

All ages
6.0

-19
5.0

20-39
5.4

40-59
5.4

All levels

Low

High

6.0

-1.5

Mediu
m
4.4

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
4.8

Areas
A, B, C
6.4

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

6.2

5.8

60-79
6.6

805.5

K’ómoks
FN
10.0

6.8

I am able to grow my own food if I choose to.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
4.2

By Age:
Score:

All ages
4.2

-19
5.4

20-39
4.0

40-59
4.7

All levels

Low

High

4.2

-3.3

Mediu
m
3.0

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

3.5

3.5

3.3

Areas
A, B, C
6.3
60-79
3.9

801.7

K’ómoks
FN
10.0
8010.0

4.9

The Comox Valley has the ability to grow and raise local food.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
7.1

By Age:
Score:

All ages
7.1

-19
6.9

20-39
7.1

40-59
6.3

All levels

Low

High

7.1

8.3

Mediu
m
6.6

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

6.9

7.1

6.3

Areas
A, B, C
7.7
60-79
7.7

7.3

I regularly use food aid programs (e.g. food bank, Sonshine Lunch Club, etc.)
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By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
-8.8

By Age:
Score:

All ages
-8.8

-19
-7.3

20-39
-8.2

40-59
-8.7

All levels

Low

High

-8.8

-2.9

Mediu
m
-8.1

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

-9.0

-8.6

-8.4

Areas
A, B, C
-8.9
60-79
-9.1

K’ómoks
FN
-10.0
80-8.8

-9.2

We have enough farmers markets year round.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
3.6

By Age:
Score:

All ages
3.6

-19
1.8

20-39
3.5

40-59
3.6

All levels

Low

High

3.6

3.1

Mediu
m
2.3

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland
4.0

Areas
A, B, C
3.2

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

3.7

3.6

60-79
3.7

804.2

K’ómoks
FN
-5.0
802.2

4.1

Our grocery stores have local foods that are affordable.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
0.2

By Age:
Score:

All ages
0.2

-19
-1.0

20-39
-0.9

40-59
-0.6

All levels

Low

High

0.2

-5.4

Mediu
m
-2.3

By Comfort:
Score:

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

0.7

0.1

-0.8

Areas
A, B, C
0.2
60-79
1.1

1.5

I have sufficient opportunity to buy locally produced foods year round.
By Residence:
Score:

All Comox
Valley
2.6

By Age:

All ages

Comox

Courtenay

Cumberland

2.5

2.7

-19

20-39
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1.7

Areas
A, B, C
2.9

K’ómoks
FN
5.0

40-59

60-79

80-

Score:
By Comfort:

2.6

3.9

1.8

2.0

All levels

Low

High

2.6

-2.0

Mediu
m
1.2

Score:

3.0

4.8

3.3

Q27: My top priority for improvement in the area of FOOD [choose only one]
Response
Percent

Priorities
More support for production of locally grown foods

30%

Protection of agricultural lands

27%

More affordable healthy food choices

15%

Increased urban agriculture (e.g. community, rooftop, backyard
gardens, etc.)

14%

More cooking skills programs

3%

More access to space to grow food

3%

More programs to improve food-growing skills

2%

Other (please specify)

6%

There were no “Other” priority responses with more than 10 similar responses. The
following quotes illustrate a range of comments.
“increase urban agriculture (but NOT animal-based (chickens, bees, livestock, etc.)” (Electoral
Area A resident)
“More fresh affordable LOCAL food in our store” (Comox resident)
“more funding for food bank” (Courtenay resident)
“More farmer's markets around the Valley” (Courtenay resident)

END OF REPORT
Harry Panjer, PhD
Sigourney Brown
29 May 2018
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QUALITY OF LIFE

Welcome to the Quality of Life Survey!
Thank you for taking the time to access theVital Signs® quality of life survey for the Comox Valley.
This survey is about YOUR thoughts and opinions on key areas of life in the Comox Valley. There
are no right or wrong answers. Your answers will remain confidential and you can skip questions
you do not feel comfortable answering. The data from this survey will be used in the final Vital
Signs® report; however responses will remain anonymous so that respondents cannot be
identified.
One response per person, please.
1. Where do you live? Map of Comox Valley Regional District
Comox

Electoral Area A

K'omoks First Nation Reserve

Courtenay

Electoral Area B

Outside Comox Valley

Cumberland

Electoral Area C

2. How would you describe your sense of belonging to the community you live in?
Very weak

Somewhat weak

Somewhat strong

Very strong

3. How would you rate the overall quality of life in the Comox Valley today?
Poor

Good

Excellent

4. In general, would you say quality of life in the Comox Valley is getting better, getting worse, or staying
the same?
Getting a lot worse
Getting a lot better
Other (please specify)

Getting somewhat worse

Staying about the same

Getting somewhat better

* 5. In March the Comox Valley Community Health Network identified 16 key local health issues using
community data. Please rank your top 5 most important local health issues (with 1 being the most
important).
1 - Top Priority
Affordable & Safe
Supportive Housing
Senior Care
Coordination &
Navigation Support to
Access Health Services
Food Security
Social Change
Healthy Environment &
Climate Change
Increase Educational
Opportunities about
Heath
Reduce Poverty
Community & Social
Connection
Regional & Municipal
Partnerships
Transportation
Healthy Children, Youth
& Families
Cultural Safety
Increased Prevention &
Health Promotion
Mental Health &
Wellness
Employment
Opportunities & Equity

2 - Second Priority

3- Third Priority

4 - Fourth Priority

5 - Fifth Priority

Each section contains a question which will help identify priorities for actions
needed in our community. For each statement, please select your level of
agreement with how our community is doing.
6. GAP BETWEEN RICH AND POOR
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

There is adequate support for people living in poverty.
People can easily earn a livable wage in my community.
The gap between rich and poor is a problem here.

7. My top priority for improvement in the area of GAP BETWEEN RICH & POOR choose
[
only one]
More job creation initiatives

More subsidized child care

Higher income assistance rates

More affordable housing

Supports to transition from poverty to
workforce

Higher minimum wage

Other (please specify)

Increased taxation on high income
earners

HEALTH & WELLNESS

8. HEALTH & WELLNESS
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

There is good access to health care here.
There is good access to mental health services here.
A healthy lifestyle is encouraged in this community.

9. My top priority for improvement in the area of HEALTH & WELLNESS choose
[
only one]
Increased access to local specialist
care
Increased access to early interventions
for children

Other (please specify)

Increased access to extended care
benefits (services like dental,
physiotherapy, massage therapy, etc.)
Increased access to women's health
services

Increased access to mental health care
services

ECONOMY & WORK

10. ECONOMY & WORK
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

There are adequate employment opportunities for me in the
Comox Valley.
Quality job opportunities for graduates entering the workforce are
created here.
New businesses are supported in the Comox Valley.

11. My top priority for improvement in the area of ECONOMY & WORK c[ hoose only one]
More full-time, year-round jobs

More apprenticeship opportunities

More jobs that pay a living wage

Support for new infrastructure
development

Job opportunities for new postsecondary graduates

Green economy opportunities

More support for new businesses to
open here

More middle to high wage opportunities

Other (please specify)

HOUSING

12. HOUSING
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Housing is affordable in the Comox Valley.
There are adequate efforts to reduce homelessness in the
Comox Valley.
I have experienced difficulty in accessing appropriate housing in
the Comox Valley.

13. My top priority for improvement in the area of HOUSING c[ hoose only one]
More subsidized housing units

More housing in central locations

Increased number of secondary suites

Improved transportation to areas
where affordable housing is available

Other (please specify)

Increased efforts to reduce
homelessness in the Comox Valley
Stricter regulations on short-term
rentals

GETTING AROUND & TRANSPORTATION

14. GETTING AROUND & TRANSPORTATION
Our community has adequate infrastructure for accessing my daily needs:
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Walking
Cycling
Wheelchairs, strollers, and other mobility devices
Public transportation
Driving

15. My top priority for improvement in the area of GETTING AROUND & TRANSPORTATION choose
[
only
one]
More frequent bus runs

Improved walkability (lighting,
crosswalks, sidewalks)

Improved cycling network and facilities
More affordable public transit
Improved transportation services for
individuals with limited mobility

Other (please specify)

Improved public transportation in rural
areas

Reducing traffic congestion
Improved taxi and ride sharing
services

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

16. ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

There is good air quality in the Comox Valley.
There is good drinking water quality in the Comox Valley.
There are good supports for water conservation efforts in the
Comox Valley.
The Comox Valley is an environmentally responsible community.
There are good waste management services in the Comox
Valley.
There are good recycling services in the Comox Valley.

17. My top priority for improvement in the area of ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY choose
[
only one]
Improved health and protection of local
rivers, streams and lakes
Climate change mitigation and
adaptation
Improved air quality
Improved water conservation
strategies
Other (please specify)

Improved drinking water quality

Restoring the K'omoks Estuary

Options for alternative energy

Limiting deforestation

Improved waste management
Improved management of sewage
systems

EDUCATION

18. EDUCATION
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

There is high quality public education (K-12) in our community.
There is adequate support for literacy in the Comox Valley.
There are adequate opportunities for learning beyond high
school.
There is adequate support for early years educational
opportunities.
Post-secondary education is affordable.

19. My top priority for improvement in the area of EDUCATION choose
[
only one]
Increased library services
Increased funding to public education
system

Other (please specify)

Additional credential options in postsecondary study locally
Expanded access to early childhood
development activitiies

Increased on-the-job training
opportunities

ARTS, CULTURE & RECREATION

20. ARTS, CULTURE & RECREATION
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

There is an adequate supply of recreation opportunities.
I can afford to access all of the cultural activities I want to.
There is adequate availability of outdoor recreation options.
Sports and recreation programs are affordable.

21. How often do YOU use the following facilities and spaces?
Never

Sometimes

Often

CV Aquatic Centre
Lewis Centre
Comox Recreation / Community Centre
CV Sports Centre
Mt Washington Ski Resort
Cumberland Trails
CVRD Trails (Denman Cross Island Trail, Goose Spit, Seal Bay,
Nymph Falls, Grassy Point, etc.)
Municipal Parks & Playgrounds
School or Sports Fields
Local Beaches
Provincial Parks (Strathcona, Kitty Coleman, Helliwell, etc.)
Sid Williams Theatre
Art Galleries & Museums

22. My top priority for improvement in the area of ARTS, CULTURE & RECREATION c[ hoose only one]
More affordable sports programs

More affordable cultural activities

Expansion of parks and trails

More playground equipment in parks
for children

More festivals

More or improved recreational facilities

Other (please specify)

LEADERSHIP, CIVIC ENGAGEMENT & BELONGING

23. LEADERSHIP, CIVIC ENGAGEMENT & BELONGING
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

A review of the local governance structure is necessary.
I feel included and connected in my community.
Volunteerism is important to the quality of life in the Comox
Valley.
There are adequate efforts from municipal leaders to engage
citizens.

24. How many hours, to the nearest hour, did you volunteerthis week in any aspect of community service?
0

1-2

3-5

6-9

10+

25. My top priority for improvement in the area of LEADERSHIP, CIVIC ENGAGEMENT &
BELONGING [choose only one]
More initiatives to increase voter
turnout
More opportunities for public
engagement in local government
planning
Other (please specify)

More free community events
Increased awareness of opportunities
to volunteer

Improving electoral boundaries

FOOD

26. FOOD
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I have access to nutritious, affordable food.
I am able to grow my own food, if I choose to.
The Comox Valley has the ability to grow and raise local food.
I regularly use food aid programs (e.g. food bank, Sonshine
Lunch Club, etc.).
We have enough farmer's markets year round.
Our grocery stores have local foods that are affordable.
I have sufficient opportunity to buy locally-produced foods year
round.

27. My top priority for improvement in the area of FOOD c[ hoose only one]
Increase urban agriculture (e.g.
community, rooftop, backyard gardens,
etc.)

Protection of agricultural lands

More affordable healthy food choices

More programs to improve food
growing skills

More support for production of locally
grown foods
Other (please specify)

More cooking skills programs

More access to space to grow food

DEMOGRAPHICS

The following questions help us to understand whether or not we have received
surveys from a variety of individuals. This information will remain confidential.
28. How old are you today?
0-19

20-39

40-59

60-79

80+

29. What is your gender identity?
Man

Woman

Transgender

Other (please specify)

30. Do you identify as Aboriginal (First Nations, Metis, Inuit)?
Yes
No

31. Do you identify as a visible minority?
Yes
No

32. Do you generally have enough money to buy the things you need to live well?
Never

Sometimes

Always

33. Does the majority of your primary household income come from employment within the Comox Valley?
Yes

No

n/a - Unemployed

n/a - Retired

n/a

COMMENTS ON QUALITY OF LIFE

34. Please share with us any comments you may have regarding your quality of life in the Comox Valley.

Thank you for taking the time to participate in our survey!
We will be launching the 2018 Comox Valley Vital Signs® report on October 2nd, 2018.
For more information, please visit www.cvcfoundation.org

Appendix B: Responses to Open-Ended Questions
The following 45 pages contain all 890 responses to open-ended questions. They are organized
alphabetically for each survey question containing the opportunity for respondents to include their own
comments

Q4: In general, would you say quality of life in the Comox Valley is getting
better, getting worse, or staying the same?
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

A relative newcomer, 2 years, so hard to say
Access to affordable housing is making life much more difficult in the CV.
Air quality has become a huge issue, but Comox refuses to address it.
Balance of new replacing old services and amenities
Barely 3yrs. here. Can’t really tell.
Better and better over 13 years but now leveled off.
Better for those who are financially comfortable; worse for those in poverty
Comox is changing, road are becoming congested, rezoning is allowing multiple dwellings. The
Comox Town Council is developer friendly and do not respond to the citizens of the town. They hold
hearings then do what they want anyway.
Depends what you're after.
DRUGS and CRIME
Getting better for cycling and separate lanes but a long way to go.
getting busier
Getting more expensive for housing. Otherwise I don't know what to say - not here long enough.
Good except for affordable housing & available hospital beds
Growing too fast... becoming to busy and congested.
Haven't lived here long enough to say.
Housing prices are too high for many people and there is limited rental options
How do you improve on perfection??
I can't compare as I haven't been here long enough
I don't feel qualified to say as I have been here only 21months
I don't know. Have been here only one year.
I have only lived here for 1.5 years, so I don't feel that I can make a comparison
I moved here Feb 2016 so can't say
I think it depends where you live in the Comox Valley and availability & access to services
I’ve only lived in the Comox Valley for two years.
I'm not sure if the question is easy to answer because the quality life is great for some, okay for
some, not at all good for others. Are you seeking individuals' opinions on their own quality of life or
1

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

are you seeking information on the quality of life for the most under-served and impoverished
people?
In the winter getting worse due to wood smoke
initiatives like water park in Comox, homeless coalition good work are two good examples.
It depends on what social strata you belong to, ie., homeless.
It depends on your financial situation, it's difficult for the working poor, many young families or
pensioners to make ends meet.
I've only been here 1.5 years. Getting busier I guess because of people like us
I've only lived here for 3 years so can't honestly answer this.
Just moved to the area -hard to judge at this point
lack of housing
losing the small town feel
My quality of life is good, but there are others in dire need
New to the valley 2. Years ago
No idea. I've only been here 5 years.
not looking after the homeless and mentally ill
Only been here 5 years. Too soon to judge.
population increase and development changing our quality of life for the worse
serious issues of poor air quality are not being addressed
Specific to seniors, end of life care including MAiD, in inadequate but some aspects such as the
Riveway and KusKusSam are improvements
The air quality is terrible
The roads and bridges are not adequate to handle the traffic.
The traffic is getting worse. We need more timed traffic lights and another crossing across the river.
The WOOD SMOKE ISSUE NEEDS URGENT FIXING
Too many new subdivisions going in. I'm worried about our water supply.
too much crime and drugs
Traffic congestion cutting down forests for subdivisions
Traffic congestion is becoming a problem
traffic congestion is worse, but in other ways -- events, festivals, shopping, market, for instance -the valley is getting better.
traffic is getting worse
traffic, getting too large
unless the right decisions are made over the next couple of years it could get worse.
We're too new to comment
with regards to affordable housing - getting worse
Worry about increasing rents and homeless people.

Q7: My top priority for improvement in the area of GAP BETWEEN RICH
& POOR [choose only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
2

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

All of the above
All of the above! Just picking one doesn't solve anything.
All the above
Better educational assistance for adults trying to make a better life
Education on money management and strategy
Encourage development
government pensions and disability linked to inflation
guaranteed annual income
guaranteed annual income
Guaranteed Annual Income
Guaranteed income , to everyone except to very rich
Have teachers teach numeracy in schools instead of grievance issues
I agree with all of the above. All are important; equally important but in different ways.
I did not see a problem in question 6. Please do not ask a question that has not been proven a
problem
I don't have enough information to give a good answer.
implementing a living wage
Increasing the level of income that's non taxable
lower rates for the pool, yoga, classes at the rec. centres
more support in education
Need for increased government institutions for those with mental health and addiction issues.
Opportunities for all lifestyles (and income levels) to mix and get to know one another
Set a living wage $20/hr + Child Care - the slow increase to $15/hr doesn't work
Social change to reflect equity approach.
Support for safe and healthy family relationships, especially for those at risk
These should not be listed in this way -- ALL are needed; it is a multifaceted problem requiring
multiple solutions, not 'single factor' thinking.
This is not a simple question in a capitalist society: we need all of these things. One will not help.
Universal guaranteed income

Q9: My top priority for improvement in the area of HEALTH &
WELLNESS [choose only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.

A better gym at the Lerwick pool center.
A Low-barrier shelter with built-in support for people
Access to competent General Practitioners
Addictions counselling
Adequate hospice
affordable care residences for seniors
Affordable housing for singles, families, seniors
3

93.
94.
95.
96.

air quality
All of the above
assistance, without prejudice re staff, to access further mental health care
availability of patient advocate services to assist with navigating the existing health services as well
as elimination of stigma attached to obtaining private health care services
97. Ban wood stoves. Smoke is no joke.
98. better air quality
99. better air quality. decrease wood stove smoke.
100. Better interconnections between health care services for people looking for health care help.
101. Better supportive living for seniors.
102. dealing with Air Quality, which has a huge health impact.
103. Decreased wait time for seniors hip knee surgery
104. dental, physio, massage therapy & eye care should be free for seniors
105. Eliminate wood burning - known to increase heart attacks, puts children at risk of cancer longterm, etc. Wood is a dirty fuel that burns for many hours a day, compared to clean burning gas or
electric heat or heat pump
106. Expand the hospital, provide more non-hospital acute care services, allow more private health
care services to alleviate demand on public services
107. fix the air and water quality!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! No more burning!!!!!!
108. GP offices transition to actual primary care with 24/7 on call access and a team approach
including nurses and others. Close all walk-in clinics, and train the public how to use proper primary
care
109. Health advocate for seniors or health impaired people
110. housing and supports for our most vulnerable!
111. Improve air quality
112. Improvements in access to care at the new hospital
113. improving lives and health of the very poor in our community
114. increased access to general practitioners
115. Increased access to hospital - more beds, more nurses
116. Increased access to local organic food for low income families
117. increased access to senior home care
118. increased access to seniors supported care
119. Increased Emergency staff
120. Increased extended care
121. Increased focus on health lifestyle assets, such as improved safe cycling provisions.
122. Increased senior care
123. Increased senior housing -too many waiting in hospital.
124. Increased services for seniors
125. Increased support for healthy living
126. Increased supportive housing or home support for seniors to free up acute care beds
127. increased access to pharmacare
128. 'Know your neighbour' programming to help folks create a close community
4

129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.

Monitor system abuse
More education and self help programs for improvement of health
More facilities and services for senior care
More long term beds available that are publicly funded.
more residential care beds than planned; hospital operating at or below capacity
National Seniors' Strategy
nurse triage centers
Prevention rather than intervention
Provision of long-term-care facilities
Regulations for wood burning stove emissions
Solve the serious problems at the hospital
teaching healthy living instead of trying to fix the problems after

Q11: My top priority for improvement in the area of ECONOMY &
WORK [choose only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.

+ green economy opportunities (tie)
Affordable housing for those looking to work here
Again, I don't have enough information to answer.
all of the above
As a retiree I'm not sufficiently up on the job market situation to comment.
Attract tourists and the money will follow
Convert old E&N to tourism oriented multi-use trail.
Encourage entrepreneurs through less government regulation. Entrepreneurs create jobs!
Have government at all levels reduce taxes so that successful businesses can grow.
How do we prevent our young adults from moving away
incentive for new businesses by lower taxes on businesses
Living wage AND green economy. Again, too restrictive.
More coordinated volunteer (mentoring) opportunities
more education on where the jobs are and required training
Natural history and marine tourism, organic farming
need to support industry which will give more full time good paying jobs
Retired from workforce, can't answer this question
Retired. Have no idea about the state of this.
Social procurement contracts, i.e., contracts that are awarded should include on the job training
Transportation
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Q13: My top priority for improvement in the area of HOUSING [choose
only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
161. A range of AFFORDABLE Housing! Define Affordable!
162. accelerate building permit process by reducing the bureaucracy needed for excessive number of
permits required
163. Affordable homes and apartments for rental
164. affordable housing for those earning a living wage
165. Affordable rental housing in a community/neighbourhood setting
166. All of the above
167. All of the above, equally.
168. allow for mixed density housing in all locations, not just certain areas
169. Approve development proposals
170. better availability of better than marginal rental suites/homes
171. build more affordable housing
172. Build smaller, less expensive houses.
173. Co-operative housing with funding supports to enable affordability
174. Educate the rich in this community about the poor (little knowledge about the true situation).
Solutions begin when a need is exposed.
175. Enforce maximum rents on developers; tax speculation
176. Fewer roadblocks for developers
177. greater availability of reasonably priced rental accommodations.
178. green housing projects
179. I do not know
180. I don’t quite know....
181. I don't know
182. increase manufactured home park site and zoning
183. Increased central density including encouraging secondary suites
184. Local government needs to reduce the cost and timelines for approval of new developments.
The Victoria model of “permits are us that has been fully adopted in Comox and towards which
Courtenay is moving needs to be dropped. It hardly works to increase affordable housing.
185. Lots of big houses on big lots being built. Two townhouse complexes in Courtenay and Comox,
and mini houses for the homeless would solve a lot of the problems. So why is the land being
wasted on big homes for retired people moving into the area.
186. more affordable rental housing-no age limit in trailer courts
187. more affordable housing for middle income earners
188. More building lots be made available
189. More building of MODESTLY PRICED condos, for rent or purchase. MUST be lived in, not air b &
b'd out!
190. More housing that is affordable for rent and purchase
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191. more mixed residential and commercial buildings areas ie walking safely as an alternative form
of transportation; use of electrical small vehicles for 6 - 8 people to do public shuttles in lieu of
personal cars
192. more rental accommodation; a serious lack of rental units exists right now and an increasing
number of new apartments/condos come on stream as for purchase only. This is not the way it
should be and we will not have a diverse population if this trend continues
193. Price of houses needs reduced for new homeowners
194. Reduce development costs and conditions, introduce measures to allow more density, freeze
property taxes
195. Safe, supported affordable housing
196. Stop driving wildlife out of their natural habitat and start using heads when building housing
complexes.
197. Stop rental apartment projects from being turned into self owned condominiums
198. stop this insane property flipping by the real estate speculators
199. Subsidized Seniors housing
200. The homeless are largely those that need specialized care facilities (see previous comment).
201. Vigorous promotion of tenancy training programs for successful tenancy (ReadytoRentBC.org))
202. We desperately need a shelter that serves people's needs-low barrier and where they can get
help and stay during the day also

Q15: My top priority for improvement in the area of GETTING AROUND &
TRANSPORTATION [choose only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
203. A vision of public transit that prioritizes access, availability, frequency and extension of service.
Perceiving that public transit is a GOOD thing and creating the local experience as a GOOD thing will
make it so.
204. accessibility in public buildings
205. accessible pathways for bikes AND wheelchairs, strollers etc
206. additional infrastructure and new bridge/access
207. Again, these are not exclusive. Multiple choice with choosing one is likely not getting to the
information needed.
208. another bridge
209. better routing for public transit
210. Bridge from Comox to Cliffe Ave (19A) to avoid 17th St bridge.
211. Build bridge across estuary to connect Comox to the inland highway connector, expand Dike
Road and Comox Rd to 4 lanes
212. busses are too large. smaller electric vans for 6 = 8 people, more flexible routes
213. Cleaning up bottlenecks. These are created by things like reduced lane width or elimination of
lanes for a short distance.
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214. Fine the bicyclers who ride on sidewalks, believing they have priority over walking residents AND
(red/stop) traffic lights
215. free bus passes for those in need
216. FREQUENT, FLEXIBLE, ACCESSIBLE MINI-BUS runs please! Also, offering common transportation
FROM events locations as needed, please.
217. I can't choose only one.
218. Improved road surfaces.
219. Living in a rural area, my priorities for walking/biking/horse riding would be to make the roads
safer by ensuring there is at least a shoulder of road for use. Specifically thinking of Macauley Road.
220. More affordable public transit with better routes that allow me to get to my workplace (a 9minute drive) in less than an hour-plus!
221. More airplane landing areas
222. More bus stops as well as more frequent runs
223. More public walkways: Goose Spit to Comox to Courtenay
224. not a major issue
225. reduce ferry congestion to Hornby Island in the summer
226. Routing access to social services, food bank, soup kitchen
227. Staggered school and other business/institution start and end times
228. Too many single occupant vehicles. Buses don't go by the food bank (why not??)
229. Walk/bike ways within CVRD and connecting to Courtenay

Q17: My top priority for improvement in the area of ENVIRONMENT &
SUSTAINABILITY [choose only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
230. A third crossing, it needs to happen yesterday
231. All of the above
232. All of the above
233. all of the above can't chose because they are interrelated
234. BAN ALL BURNING - the air stinks here!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
235. Composting service in Courtenay
236. Creation of local recycling initiatives that actually USE the material and transform it into useable
goods.
237. Difficult to choose one....I am torn in my desire to see all of these options worked on.
238. Every single item above!
239. Hard to choose one
240. have 2 days a year where people can have free dumping fees so as to not have so many piles of
junk at private homes.
241. Have compostable material collected from strata complexes in Comox.
242. I think improved protection of local waterways, options for alternative energy, improved air
quality and improved sewage systems (valley wide) are all very important.
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243. I would like the “Improved health & protection of local rivers, streams and lakes with Limiting
deforestation as they go hand in hand.
244. Implement waste to energy
245. improve air quality by reducing smoke from home heating and open burning
246. improve curbside recycling options ie: glass containers. Most communities allow glass in a
separate blue bin in the curbside recycle plan.
247. Improve water distribution facility
248. Improved protection of Comox Lake watershed
249. Increased regional cooperation on utility infrastructure
250. It's all equally important
251. Limiting deforestation by large timber companies, not by applying arbitrary tree bylaws to
homeowners.
252. maintain existing initiatives
253. Many of these are related. Limiting deforestation, improved water conservation, improved
health of local waterways, kumkumsum are all related and important. One cannot really be done
without the others
254. More recycling stations around the valley
255. Once again, all are important. I could choose 3 or 4 but not one (water conservation, protection
of waterways, climate change, limiting deforestation but they are all connected.
256. Protect ecologically sensitive areas
257. Public education on recycling and waste disposal need attention, the individual could do much
more.
258. restrict wood burning/wood stoves in CRD
259. should be compost pickup
260. UV is great, hope to have no future boil water advisories
261. Would like to recycle glass

Q19: My top priority for improvement in the area of EDUCATION [choose only
one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
262. All of these would be a help.
263. better use of existing school facilities for adults to retrain for changing economy.(green
economy & 4th industrial revolution)
264. Cannot comment. It’s not something that I have experience with. Long retired.
265. enhance post-secondary programs
266. Environmental eduction: an aquarium about local marine life, an educational nature house at
Mack Laing Park, etc
267. free university education
268. Funding for Public School systems so that the PUBLIC schools have the materials, books, and
equipment they need to reach a wholesome, engaged and inspiring education.
269. Have no idea. Retired. Had no children. Have no idea about education here
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270. I do not know
271. I don’t see any improvement with the education system in British Colombia, let alone the Comox
Valley. There is far to much wasteful spending! It is disgusting!
272. I'm not affected and have too little knowledge of the local systems.
273. Improved curriculum at all levels, including qualified instruction about history from the
perspectives of women, indigenous people and immigrants; teaching about sexism, racism and
classism and the structures that have created and uphold these; teaching emotional intelligence and
how to communicate etc,
274. Introduce year round system, semester system for NIC and high school, expand the number of
hours of required work attendance for teachers, contract private services for maintenance of
schools
275. More cooperation and accountability between services
276. more student exposure to AI [Artificial Intelligence] technology; 'fab labs', etc.
277. more work-study opportunities in all areas
278. No opinion
279. Parents should take on greater responsibility for raising and educating their children.
280. Post secondary education should be free as the governments will make back the costs in
additional income tax.
281. public education - assistance for 'non-mainstream' children
282. Reduce tuition costs for post secondary education
283. re-education into green economy for those in dying sub economy sectors, including small retail
284. Stop bringing in foreign students educate our own so there is more time spent on them
285. University campus

Q22: My top priority for improvement in the area of ARTS, CULTURE &
RECREATION [choose only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
286. A custom-designed performance centre, suitable for classical music.
287. a decent movie theater!
288. A dog park. I would suggest Piercy Creek park, but it is distant for seniors without cars. However,
land is being developed so if a dog park is not developed soon, there will be no land left
289. Affordable access for groups to practice the arts
290. Amalgamate rec centre passes, one pass for all.
291. An art gallery for local artists/artisans. Municipal support for CV Arts. CVAG doesn't have much
for local artists, not do they provide support to CV Arts.
292. An indoor pool in Comox
293. Better access to public marinas
294. Better surfaces on trails for people in Wheel chairs
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295. Better winter public (bus) transportation to, AND FROM the 'Sid' from Cumberland - returns by
way of Union Bay then back to Cumberland??? very late for Seniors who no longer drive at night in
the Winter.
296. combine , all valley sport cultures
297. disability access
298. Do something about our Art Gallery. It has become the exclusive domain of social practice with a
particular agenda, to the exclusion of every other type of art form, especially visual art. At least
support the Arts Council and help them get a local art gallery to support local artists! Where do
tourists go to see and buy local art? Nowhere!
299. Dog & pet friendly (off leash) facilities
300. Don't have an answer
301. I do not know
302. I think we are well served in all areas
303. I’m satisfied with what we have
304. Improved cultural facilities for rent
305. Increase municipal support for Musicfest
306. Increase number of late ferries to Hornby
307. Increased capacity convention/conference facilities
308. indoor tennis courts
309. Just maintain what we have.
310. Listen to residents about their local park needs vs developers who won't include it in plans.
311. lower rates for community recreation centers and the pools
312. make the VI mountain centre another cvrd funded centre
313. more affordable programs at Comox Rec. Drop in rates are too expensive for seniors who
regularly attend.
314. more affordable recreation options for seniors (TRX)
315. More arts appreciation in school curriculum
316. more backcountry trail development in Strathcona Park
317. More community building events for elders
318. More gymnasiums. Seems all the gyms, be it school or recreation, or booked solid. Need more
indoor facilities as our weather is not conducive to outdoors: ie. tennis, pickleball.
319. more outdoor pickleball courts
320. More public equestrian facilities
321. more support for downtown festivals.
322. More, stable core funding for not for profit Arts Organizations
323. New curling rink
324. New movie theater, give Rialto some competition so the will update and clean their theatre.
325. no improvement needed
326. Parks and Recreation are available and lots of variety.
327. Pickleball
328. Poor parents are not able to access summer programs due to high costs - this should be an issue
to address.
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329. public art. We need some statues and other public art.
330. Public transportation that allows low income/limited mobility persons to attend live theatre,
concerts etc
331. Rec centre programs are very good but many only available during daytime working hours, thus
limited access for some.
332. seniors prices a high ticket events and activities
333. Sufficient...could use upgrading
334. Swimming pool for winter time on Hornby!!
335. The Comox Valley offers a wonderful variety of all arts, culture and recreation
336. The Sid Williams must lower its ticket prices, but can't do that without more municipal support.
337. We need more public art and designated pedestrian greenways to improve connectivity with the
downtown core and to strengthen our neighbourhoods.

Q25: My top priority for improvement in the area of LEADERSHIP, CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT & BELONGING [choose only one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
338. a collaborative system of government instead of adversarial
339. A move towards proportional representation
340. a proportional representation voting system at all levels of gov't
341. Access to information about these events using public signage should continue on local roads,
streets and highways.
342. All of the above
343. amalgamation
344. amalgamation
345. Amalgamation
346. Amalgamation
347. Amalgamation of all the Comox Valley
348. Amalgamation of all the levels of government
349. amalgamation of local government services
350. Amalgamation of the municipalities into a single governing body
351. Better communication of issues affecting community
352. Civic amalgamation
353. Comox needs to stop sending business away because there are to many hurdles to go through
and this also true about housing
354. Compulsory voting
355. Courtenay City Council and staff must inform themselves of policies and guidelines produced
with citizen involvement. Citizen input is usually ignored in favour of business and development.
356. Cumberland must be returned to within the Comox Valley electoral boundary.
357. Electing people who don't live in the dark ages.
358. greater transparency as to what is happening
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359. I support amalgamation
360. I’m not informed enough to offer an opinion.
361. If greater Toronto can amalgamate into one city so can the Comox Valley. With proper
leadership this should reduce cost of administration and at least get rid of redundant counsel
members who waste most of their meeting times debating issues outside their jurisdictions.
362. Improve municipal coordination in regional issues
363. Improve voter education. Whether or not people vote is irrelevant, informed voting is what
matters.
364. Increased knowledge of the mandate of local government
365. increased opportunity for persons with limited mobility to be heard
366. It is time the valley was under one municipality
367. less emphasis on creating a divide between first nations and the rest of the community
368. merge the local governments
369. more public forums on local issues / new ideas that canvas many points of view
370. more support from leadership to the poor
371. most families too busy trying to earn a living to become involved in civic or volunteer
opportunities
372. Need better/more voting places along with handicap access.
373. No opinion
374. No opinion. Would like to see City Council taking leadership & making decisions instead of
constantly postponing them for all sorts of reasons. EG what the h is going on with that vacant
theatre lot. Are we so hamstrung and helpless we can't even make decisions about the hear of our
own downtown?
375. One community called Comox valley
376. Recognition of volunteers by community leaders
377. Reduce levels of government: 3+ Communities + CRD???
378. reduce salaries of public employees
379. Respecting the OCP
380. streamlining the multiple levels of government so that economic waste is reduce, recycle and
reused. We need a 3 R plan for public financing.
381. The election of much more forward looking individuals to local government.
382. There are too many governments in the Comox Valley. Amalgamate and reduce bureaucracy
383. Too new to comment
384. Towns should listen to residents, not developers
385. We need to amalgamate our communities

Q27: My top priority for improvement in the area of FOOD [choose only
one]
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
386.

all of the above
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387. All of the above!
388. Don’t have a priority.
389. Eliminate all the propaganda about GMOs and the fearmongering about this issue
390. I think it is time we stopped owners from damaging and dumping in order to take land out of the
ALR. I am shocked at the number of people who want to farm, and end up quitting because the land
they are renting is now becoming a dumping area, or areas landlords do not want the land farmed
as they then cannot take it out of ALR. This is a travesty.
391. increase urban agriculture (but NOT animal-based (chickens, bees, livestock, etc.)
392. Increased accessibility of high quality fruits and vegetables during the winter
393. Increased taxation on fast food & its packaging
394. Many of these choices are already dealt with under federal and provincial programs. Why are
they even in this survey?
395. mason bee management
396. More farmer's markets around the Valley
397. More fresh affordable LOCAL food in our store
398. more funding for food bank
399. more locally grown food in our stores
400. not only production but marketing of local foods
401. Permanent farmers market
402. Support local farming, like there use to be

Q29: What is your gender identity?
The following quotes are the “Other” responses
There were 0 responses to “Other” in this question

Q34: Please share with us any comments you may have regarding your
quality of life in the Comox Valley.
The following comments were received
403. 1. Air quality (especially in winter) has had a serious negative impact on my health since I moved
to the Valley 6 years ago. This is due to both woodstoves/fireplaces within city limits and open
burning on acreages. 2. We need water metering. The restrictions in place are sensible but I see
many people ignoring them completely. 3. Waste reduction through a municipal composting plan
would be a huge benefit. 4. The area could use better transit routes, with smaller buses. I live a 4minute drive from downtown Courtenay where I work, but cannot get there by bus in a reasonable
time because no express bus runs down Hwy 19 from Mission Hill neighbourhood. This community is
far too friendly to cars and trucks, traffic here is ridiculous for such a small community. This too
affects air quality. 5. The survey design is too simplistic. It forces people to choose single priorities
on various issues, when those issues are best addressed with multiple strategies working in tandem.
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The issues themselves should not be separated -- eg, poverty, food security, mental
health/addictions, and housing often occur together.
404. A beautiful place to live but it is becoming too commercial and expensive for young people to
live and work.
405. A focus on connecting community would be my priority. Example; a sidewalk and bike path
connecting Comox and Courtenay.
406. A interconnected network of cycling trails should be a top priority for improving the quality of
life for members of the Comox Valley along with a subsequent benefit to the environment
407. A very good life for the most part... The winter season is more difficult re early dark. I choose
not to drive at night (from Cumberland) in the winter dark and therefore I miss many Sid Theatre
offerings as the bus transportation does not favour Cumberland... (see explanation re bus route
home from the "Sid" after the a performance)
408. "accessibility for seniors and disabilities need improvement.
409. wheelchair access on sidewalks and elevators in public buildings
410. access for hearing and visually impaired in public buildings"
411. Adequate supply of affordable housing and increasing traffic are the 2 main things I see
decreasing the quality of life in the Comox Valley right now.
412. Affordable housing is a top down proposition. The complete avoidance and disregard for a logic
and concise plan from the city council, mayor’s office and planning and development department is
absolutely shocking for a community of this size. It’s an embarrassment frankly how devoid of
reasonable measures our local government has been. Streamline the development process,
encourage secondary suites, work with the development community instead of against them and
these issues start to improve
413. After paying a carbon tax for 10 years I see no green initiative taken by any government to
create green alternatives in the community, no wind turbines and no solar, all government buildings
should be greener and saving the taxpayer on hydro bills by now. We need to get off of plastics as
they are choking our ocean so we must support better glass recycling.
414. Air quality in winter is a big issue. The lack of adequate support at the secondary school level for
special needs children needs addressing as well.
415. Air quality is a concern I have. We have poor quality esp in the winter. The programs at the
Comox Rec center are too expensive for me. I would like to attend more classes but I can't afford
them. Our new hospital could use better management and you didn't ask much about the new
hospital. Also we need our community newspaper (The Record) and we need to do something to
support it. This is so important so we know what is going on in our community and are not left to
rumours and political propaganda. Housing prices are going up because Vancouver people are
coming here with cash for their houses. They inflate the price of housing and they put the balance
in the bank and it corrupts our community. Young families need to be able to buy a house. How do
you get a down payment on a $400,000 home? This is bad news for our Comox community, which
needs young families.
416. Air quality is an issue primarily in winter only
417. Air quality is important to me. I can't walk outside in the winter - wood stoves; can't walk
outside in the summer - slash and burning by forestry workers in the summer!!!
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418. All in all top notch
419. All new facilities are being built on the east side of the river. The west side is seriously underserved - no pool, no recreation centre. Bus service is ridiculous.
420. Although the quality of life in the Comox Valley is very high, the low wage earners in our society
(under $20/hour) are significantly undercompensated.
421. Answers will vary depending upon age. I can live well because I was able to buy my property
when it was not expensive and do not have a mortgage. My children do not have this advantage.
422. As a lifetime resident, I believe our green spaces, natural beauty, clean water, clean air, and
untouched wilderness areas are ESSENTIAL to the quality of life in the Comox Valley. The Comox
Valley is growing faster than ever now and we can only hope that the importance of these things are
not lost. It seems that everywhere I look another row of subdivisions is being built, slowly stripping
our valley of its history, character, and beauty.
423. as a long time resident I am finding the valley is losing it's small town atmosphere.
424. As a senior, I find this to be a vibrant and supportive community.
425. As a teenager living in the Comox Valley, I don’t feel that there are sufficient opportunities for
me to contribute, especially due to the fact that many of my friends and I live too far out to access
anything unless our parents can drive us.
426. As an ageing senior soon to retire, who has worked their entire life in the Comox Valley, I am
afraid that I can not afford accommodations once I am not working. This scares me especially if I get
sick and can not work past 65.
427. As compared to the Mainland living in the Valley is wonderful but like most communities, there
are problems such as substance abusers everywhere and panhandling intimidating seniors.
428. As I near retirement more transportation to the village of Cumberland would be helpful.
429. As long as my husband and I both work, we are able to live very well in the Comox Valley.
However, once retired, we would not be able to access cultural or recreational activities as we are
now.
430. As someone who lives and works in downtown Courtenay, I see how the growing gap between
rich and poor is leading to a polarized Comox Valley. We need to thoughtfully push back against
that trend.
431. Awesome!
432. "Beautiful green spaces for walking.
433. Social connection and belonging are difficult."
434. Beautiful place to live very grateful. I have concerns for lower income families.
435. Beautiful place to live. I just wish I could bring my children to the backwoods spots my parent
brought me. Maybe we should consider a card system on our gates and put cameras there so we
can allow access and easily identify the idiots that are wrecking it for everyone.
436. Beautiful surroundings, a generally kind and thoughtful population, a wide range of activities are
available. More attention needs to be paid to our less fortunate neighbours..the working poor and
homeless.
437. Been here one year. There is a lot to do but hard to get to know people. Elder college is good. It
is a lovely town but hard to feel connected when you retire here.
438. Best place on earth. We are lucky to live in PARADISE!!
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439. best place to live. clean air, clean water. anyone who complains about our air quality hasn't
traveled the world!
440. Car based, low density development is increasing traffic on roads making it feel less safe
travelling by bike around the valley. The lack of real action on wood smoke is also of major concern.
441. City of Courtenay is bad at expediting development, the worst on the Island. If this was speeded
up the cost of housing would be lower.
442. Clean Air and Water are rights not privilege in this country. I moved here not knowing the state
of the environment. Who would have guessed. Ban burning wood!!
443. Comox Valley is growing and we need to find a way to preserve our beautiful nature.
444. Comox/Courtenay need to amalgamate as one city!!!! Zoning for industrial/commercial in areas
better suited to residential is very problematic!!!
445. Completing this long survey has done little to improve the quality of my life today!
446. Concerned about how well these lands are being nurtured. We live in a beautifully sensitive
eco-system where our resources are dwindling and quality of life is decreasing.
447. Continue your help improve the Quality of Life here and in the surrounding areas!
448. Cost of Living has become almost unbearable.... if something isnt done soon people will have to
leave... Im a 3rd generation person born and raised here...leaving would break my heart but you
have to be able to live too
449. "Courtenay/Comox/Cumberland can do more to be inclusive for the disabled community.
Notations on website as to accessibility and disabled washrooms would be greatly appreciated.
Better signage for disabled access points. If access to areas are only during certain times, make this
known. Add discounts for us as is done for seniors. Add programs for the physical disabled as well
as the mental disabled. Add comfortable chairs and/or reclining chairs or stools, maybe even
blankets, to classes and make them available to disabled attendees first so we can be included in
regular rec. centre classes. We want to come out of our homes and join you. Help make it happen!
450.
451. PS. lots of us have time to volunteer. Work with us to see how we can help you."
452. Curtail the rapid growth we've experienced in the last decade. The growing population is the
biggest detriment to my quality of life in the CV...
453. Don't like coming into town .The character of the Comox Valley has changed to one of bad
traffic and box stores.
454. Enjoying retirement here! It's paradise for seniors with enough money to live a good life style,
partake in activities, etc.
455. excellent - friendly people
456. Excellent . One of the best communities on Vancouver Island by far
457. Excellent quality of life. Wouldn’t live any where else.
458. Excellent! I have lived in the Valley for 25 years, but only 1 1/2 yrs "in town". Compared to other
places I stay multi months at a time, Comox rates very high in all areas but a good, available
transportation system. Right now I am in Australia, hence my no answer for volunteer hours "this
week"!
459. Families with older children on income assistance with aging parents are in crisis.
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460. "Find a way to making housing affordable on Hornby. We're failing our young people and young
families.
461.
462. "
463. "Fix the roads.
464. Fix the new hospital.
465. Build new opportunities for senior care.
466. Build a new bridge, somewhere, please.
467. Somehow decrease the cost of renting or buy a home, it’s insane right now.
468. Please do these things."
469. "Fix the traffic issues.
470. There are too many people for what this valley is built for.
471. We need to increase our police numbers to assist in managing the large amount of
homeless/drug users wandering our streets.
472. NIC should also reduce the number of international student being brought into the valley.
Families buying up small businesses and leaving locals without jobs.
473. "
474. Food has become increasing more expensive, specially good wholesome fresh food. If
transportation was more prevalent in my area I would take it.
475. For a good part of the year I can't breathe in my neighbourhood due to smoke, from wood
burning stoves in the winter and backyard burning in the spring, summer and fall. The smoke makes
me feel physically ill, to the point where I have considered moving away from my dream retirement
community. Please, please make this stop. It required a lot of effort and expense to move here and I
don't want to leave!
476. FYI-My husband is from a visible minority.
477. Generally good quality. However health issues such as access to specialists care, non-emergency
surgery, and full care for seniors are inadequate. I avoid driving into town due to traffic congestion,
particularly at the bridges.
478. Generally quality of life is good. There are issues however that are much more complex such as
what constitutes affordable housing, homelessness is not just a matter of building shelters, many
food products cannot be grown year round, mental health and addictions go beyond treatment
centres etc. Priority should also be given to who we want to be able to attract to the Comox Valley
... retirees, young families, what types of businesses and what can be done to encourage the youth
to stay in the Valley after graduation. It is difficult to answer some of these issues in a survey format
... some responses require a greater degree of articulation.
479. Generally the Comox Valley is not a friendly, caring Community, not like other area's of B.C. ----- lacking in warmth, not welcoming nor hospitable.
480. Good but increasingly expensive to live here, unless you are a transplant from the Lower
Mainland.
481. Good quality of life requires initiative and participation of all, even if is just getting outside and
being friendly to neighbors.
482. Good survey
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483. Good survey.
484. Government structure is too complex there is no need. It could be restructured to improve
efficiency.
485. Government agencies and community leaders need to address impact of growth otherwise
potential for serious deterioration of quality of health and wellness especially for seniors
486. Grateful to see some progressive people getting elected in local politics. Keep up the good work
487. Great I love it
488. Great place to live and raise a family, let's keep it that way.
489. Great place to live but housing costs, over the last few years, have begun to increase too
much...we must find a way to keep these costs down.
490. Great place to live with excellent public services. Housing is too developer and speculator driven
with a city council that encourages them. MLA not responsive and doesn't advocate for CV issues.
491. Great place to live, but as we grow we need to increase infrastructure. Traffic is increasing and
another bridge toward 29th street from Comox might be warranted. That would cut out vehicle
emissions from idling and get people to where they want to go with less road rage and impatience
and accidents. If not there somewhere that gets people through Courtenay that are only passing
through.
492. Great place to live...lets be careful to keep it that way
493. Great potential for quality of life here, all levels of government must recognize and coordinate
on important issues, such as Air Quality, that are being too ignored, especially by Comox.
494. Have lived here for 38 years. The air quality has greatly worsened in that time and needs to be
addressed. Also the water system. Thank you.
495. Have lived in CV over 40 years so have seen many changes. Worried about hospital problemsinsufficient for the population now and coming with so much building happening. We need better
planning.
496. Having lived and travelled to many places in Canada and South America, we feel very fortunate
to live in an amazing place like the Comox Valley. With access to fresh, local food, clean drinking
water (most of the time) and world-class recreation while being part of a community, we couldn't
ask for a better place to live.
497. "Health care is substandard. Referrals to specialists takes far too long.
498. Quality senior care is not affordable, care givers need more support"
499. "High living prices (houses, rent, food, gas, child care, recreation)
500. Limited jobs that pay enough to make it worth while having two incomes. Aka we are a one
income house because child care would be more expensive then my wage would bring in. "
501. homeless situation, opiod crisis, addictions,housing costs, economic sustainability mental health
issues, and a lack of buy-in to local procurement are all top issues in Comox Valley.
502. Hopefully the municipal elections in the fall will bring us new political leadership with vision and
integrity.
503. Hornby Island is a welcoming and vibrant community. Housing needs for families are an
immediate and critical concern, and lack of adequate, appropriate, affordable housing is creating an
enormous stress on our community.
504. "HOUSING AFFORDABILITY HUGE ISSUE
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505. WAGES NEED TO SUPPORT THE ATROCIOUS COST OF LIFE HERE
506. AFFORDABLE CHILD CARE"
507. Housing crisis. I have had to resort to less than ideal living conditions to make ends meet.
508. "Housing if becoming unaffordable for young families
509. At the present time I feel the infrastructure is not keeping up with the development. In the
future as I age I am worried about the senior homes and care that will be available.
"
510. Housing is at a crisis level. This is a Provincial/Federal issue but necessary for Municipal
governments to advocate for significant interventions such as banning foreign ownership of
property in the province or country as a whole.
511. Housing is the biggest issue I face. I rent but I want to own a home. As a single person, who
makes more than minimum wage but slightly less than what is considered the living wage, I still
can't put enough aside for a down payment because I am spending all my money in living expenses
and the rest to put towards school to try and make a better life. Once child tax benefit disappears as
my kids age I won't have enough money coming in to support myself even in a rental. Even if I were
making enough to save, the reality is the cost of housing is so much I would need a ridiculous
amount of money to have as a down payment. How do people like me or people who have much
less than me get into a position where we can buy a home? This is something I would like to see
addressed.
512. How can you not include daycare in this survey?!? This is a fundamental problem! None existent
and poor quality with a few exceptions. Before after school care particularly problematic and
inequitable.
513. Huge need to attract industry and tech jobs. Well paying jobs for educated individuals do not
exist in the Comox valley.
514. I am a new resident (-2yrs) - The CV is a wonderful place to live; however, loosing more and
more green space in order to develop homes that are not affordable to many and the huge lack of
affordable housing which is sorely needed is of great concern.
515. I am blessed to live in the healthy, vibrant Comox Valley. Also 3 generations of my family have
lived here.
516. I am concerned that there is a dire shortage of seniors' care facilities in the Comox Valley,
particularly subsidized beds for low income individuals, causing overcrowding in the new hospital,
and there does not seem to be any plan to address this in the near future.
517. I am concerned with all the development in our Valley. Trees being cut down, animal habitat
erased, our water supply dwindling and yet more and more housing going in, along with all the
people that will follow.All in the name of profit.I'm glad I am the age I am,74 years.
518. I am delighted that there are opportunities to walk on trails throughout the valley. I am unhappy
about the lack of sidewalks in some high traffic areas like Lerwick approaching McDonald where
there is only a sidewalk on one side of the street, or along stretches of Backroad where there is no
sidewalks at all.
519. I am privileged to have enough money ... and I love it here. But it would be harder to be a
younger, not-well-employed person.
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520. I am really tired to all the homeless or inadequately housed people hanging around downtown
Courtenay. It really spoils a lovely city
521. I am the primary care-giver for my adult daughter who is disabled. It is difficult for a person in a
MANUAL wheelchair to access many things especially curbs that are not wheelchair friendly. Filberg
park is not manual wheelchair friendly. Also many events are too expensive for someone with a
disability on a PWD as well as seniors on a very low retirement income. Food, heat and the
necessities of life take priority over cultural and social events. The cost of living is very high.
522. I am very grateful to have had the privilege of growing up and raising my family in the Comox
Valley. I have travelled somewhat and I believe that the “Valley” is one of the best places to live!
523. I appreciate the vital signs report, gives me a good snapshot of the valley. I think more effort to
engage with local governments is needed to get a community benefit from the report.
524. I believe more emphasis should be placed on our youth to be self sustainable and mental
health neexs to be a priority for all age groups if your are not well mentally nothing matters to you
and you cannot enjoy any program or attempt for normalcy
525. I believe the biggest problem here is employment. The lack of full time work at a living wage
causes hardship on the citizens. Part time work at minimum wage does not mix with high rent,
someone working 20 hours or less a week can not afford $1200+ a month for rent. The young leave
as they cannot afford to stay.
526. I believe the traffic congestion is becoming quickly a safety/tourism/community issue. We need
another bridge to become a serious issue in the upcoming years, as our population continues to
grow... and for future years. Most sensible would be from 29th St CV Parkway across to Comox Road
(within safe distance from the Courtenay Airpark). Yes, it will be expensive, just like our water
treatment project....but worth it and needed.
527. I didn't like the top 5 priority question because all the options are equally important. And the
transit question, all the options are important. We may not need buses more often but we do need
routes that connect to other routes with minimal waiting to disabled and elderly and persons
needing to get to work and school and/or have small children. I live mostly in isolation because
washrooms with weighted doors at libraries, malls, recreation centres, make it so I can not take
there Handydart there because I won't be able to get in and out of washrooms. There is no
affordable housing for disabled persons who are married and need mobility devices to walkers,
scooters and wheel chairs. I feel like I'm I'm being punished for having a disability. I also do not have
access to mental health services.
528. I do not feel supported as an LGBTQIA2+ person here. There is no real Pride engagement and
also no Transgender Day of Visibility support in my community. I do not see trans people in the
government in visible capacities and our mayor has spoken out against rainbow crosswalks. We
need better support and less bigotry in the name of cost savings. $1000 of paint should not be a
fight.
529. I do see a gap between those who have and those who have not. I would like to see an increase
in the understanding of the many reasons people struggle to survive in our community - from lack of
employment opportunities and high living costs to health related concerns for some of our Comox
Valley neighbours. Thank you for this survey.
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530. I don’t live here but I noticed from working in this community that they come together and
there is a feel of helping each other throughout the valley.
531. I don't see any mention of real estate development in this survey. This is very important to the
future of the valley. I would like to see more 'green' real estate development encouraged; limiting
tree removal and building of homes equipped with alternate energy and water collection systems. I
would also like to see more native trees and plants used in local park plantings, and preservation of
heritage buildings in the valley.
532. I enjoy living here with my family. Retirement provides me with time to follow many interests.
However, I am concerned about the long-term viability of a community whose demographics skew
ever older and where income disparity seems to be increasing.
533. I enjoy living in the Comox Valley. I believe that the failure of governments to deal with a mental
health crisis that has arisen since the closure of mental health institutions has in turn greatly added
to a drug addiction and homelessness. Now government wants to throw money at the symptoms
rather than the cause and to shift funding to a never ending cycle of social workers and pointless
meetings. The direction of local government in the Comox Valley is to throw more money at these
symptoms rather then taking steps to deal with the cause.
534. I feel blessed to live in the valley. We need to be vigilant with home care and in-home services
that are draining care givers and Seniors. We do not need to pay for services twice when we have to
get private care to supplement Homecare services through VIHA. There needs to be a separate
survey done about Homecare Services please.
535. I feel comfortable here.
536. I feel lucky to live here and have my own home -- but not everyone here is so lucky.
537. I feel safe and secure, in all ways, here compared to the part of the Lower Mainland where I
used to live. My home there was burgled several times. I know my neighbours here and feel part of
the community. I am glad to see students from other parts of the world pursuing education here,
and feel it is good for us and for them to get to know people of other races, belief systems and
cultures. I also think the K'omoks First Nation plays a very important role here, and hope that all of
us are working towards reconciliation.
538. I feel that amalgamation of the three municipal governments would make a huge difference to
the Comox Valley. I see the 3 separate councils from Comox, Courtenay and Cumberland not
working together and so much time and resources are lost due to this.
539. I feel very lucky and grateful that I live in the Comox Valley. No matter where I travel, on
occasion, I would not want to live anywhere else.
540. I feel very lucky to live and work in the Comox Valley but we need to also be working to keep it
safe and a good place to raise our children and for our children to come back to to raise their
children
541. I feel we are falling behind in our access to compost / recycling services in all communities. Also
we are no supporting the homeless population and there is far too much whining, complaining and
bickering from community members about any topic that the "have's" think may interfere with their
perceived rights and lifestyle. When I moved here from NS that is the first thing I
noticed...complained about WalMart, new art museum, new fire hall, SPCA and on and on.
542. I find it a great place to live, and many opportunities to participate in life.
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543. I found that the survey was not written in plain language, and I wonder how many participants
with a lower education could understand all the questions.
544. I grew up here and have happily lived most of my life here.
545. I have a very good life in the valley. There is much to do to say the same for everyone.
546. I have an amazing QOL. I ride to work every day, I use the Cumberland trails weekly for myself
and my kids, and my kids go to local community schools and are very connected.
547. I have been here just over 2 years and love it. I hope my quality of life will improve once I get
knee replacements. I find that people are friendly, helpful and respectful on the whole.
548. I have COPD and the air quality here is bad for my lungs, especially in Cumberland where I live.
Too many new houses are being built without corresponding increases in roads and parking. So
traffic is out of control. Too many forested areas being removed for great big ugly houses to be built.
549. I have had a very good life in this valley for a long time.
550. I have lived here all my and can’t imagine living anywhere else, however now that my husband
and I are living on retirement income, we realize the Comox Valley has become an expensive place
to live.
551. I have lived here for 16 years and until 1 year ago I worked several part time jobs in order to
earn an income. I have rented housing all that time and now that 1 year ago when I finally got full
time work in my field the housing prices are way too high... even rentals were difficult to afford with
full time work. I came here because it was a beautiful place to live but I enjoy it less as I see the gap
between rich and poor grow bigger and bigger. I also work with many marginalized folks and am sad
to watch the same factors that make my life difficult make their lives even worse. We need to value
all our citizens equally and give opportunities for everyone to have a decent quality of life - not just
those with lots of money.
552. I have lived here for more than 4 years. There doesn’t seem to be any sense of community. The
media do nothing to help this feeling. Let’s have a community radio station and non-profit
newspaper that actually has news. They would help create a sense of community. Also, social
isolation is going to be the issue of the next ten years.
553. I have lived here for two years and love the active lifestyles.
554. I have lived in the CV for 4 years. I am retired and have health issues. I volunteer with
organizations that interest me and that I believe in when the opportunity arises. I am not a golfer
and do not live in that community and do not socialize there. What I feel I am experiencing is a lack
of opportunities to access senior social activities (beyond sewing, knitting, etc.) that interest me.
There seems to be a lack of diversity in social opportunities for my age group.
555. I left Nanaimo and I never look back -- except to visit Woodgrove Mall or catch a ferry
556. I like it here!
557. I like the Comox Valley, I like the quiet neighbourhood I live in. I don't like the lack of lighted
crosswalks, and have had 3 near-misses in crossing a crosswalk (on the walk sign, in the past month.
Driver's need to pay more attention to pedestrians!
558. "I live in an apartment building & wish for a collection of compostable items.
559. "
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560. I live on a limited income, have mobility and transportation issues (can't afford a car), must
share my home with relatives who cannot find affordable housing, and cannot attend many
community/cultural events due to financial and transportation issues. Life in paradise??
561. I live on Denman Island, the increased ferry fares and the reduced ferry schedule has had a
significantly negative impact on my ability to access resources/services in the Comox Valley. I have a
good income, I am sure the impact on others has been even greater.
562. I live on Denman which has an excellent quality of life provided you accept its limitations. I think
there should be a separate survey for Denman and Hornby through economic enhancement.
563. I live on Hornby Island and believe this is a fantastic community.
564. I live on Hornby. My personal quality of life is excellent. I am employed, have enough money and
have stable year round housing. However, in rural areas, adequate housing is often unattainable. If
we want to retain a vibrant community, we need our young families to stay and have an adequate
home. People here on Hornby are not looking for city luxuries. For some, just a water tight roof and
an indoor privy would be a luxury!
565.
I love it here!!!!!
566. I love it here, but as with many communities across Canada, we are facing critical problems in
housing and poverty. Studies show that housing is an essential part of the process of pulling people
out of poverty. PLEASE find ways to make more affordable housing that is respectable, comfortable
and safe.
567. I love it here. When I travel to family in other towns or travel further, I love returning home.
568. I love living here and just hope I can continue finding employment so I can stay. I had to move
away from here (my hometown) when I finished university, due to cuts in education and I hope to
see the provincial government keep its promises so living here is an option (ie: keep jobs in
education).
569. I love living here because I can. But I see poverty, disrespect for our police force, I hear about
the inadequate provisions for children living in poverty and in physically and psychologically
damaged situations. We need to support our schools, our local businesses on 5th Street in
Courtenay, and Comox Avenue and we need to try to keep our young people here through increased
access to good paying jobs and careers. Thanks.
570. I love living here for it natural beauty and abundance of outdoor activities. I am concerned
about the fast development of housing and the land that has been cleared of forest for this cause.
571. "I love living here, raised my kids here. Things were not always affordable, more support for kids
programs is needed.
572. Then my kids had to leave to get good jobs. It's tough. Now they can't afford housing anywhere.
573. And as I am getting older my options, when I sell my house, are so limited. Planners failed over
the past 20 years in making housing mixed in all neighbourhoods, in making more rental units, and
in making accessible housing for people with disabilities, that is most of us as we get older."
574. I love living in the Comox Valley!! It's a great place to grow up in :)
575. I love living in the Comox Valley. I wish that there were more opportunities for walking and
biking in Black Creek on the west side of the highway though, especially up Macauley Road. :D
576. I love my life in the Valley, but I have to say I may have to sell my house and leave if this wood
smoke situation doesn't improve quickly. My lungs were healthy when I got here in 2010, but after 8
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winters here (i.e. Nov - April--yes my neighbours are still burning today, April 15) it is now painful for
me to breathe. At my age, those contaminants are very dangerous. Thank you.
577. I love the community spirit in the Comox Valley.
578. I love the comox valley, its one of the most beautiful places on earth!
579. I love the general level of educated care for one another and the community as a whole. At the
same time I'm disturbed by the number of people I see who don't appear to be well supported in
their basic needs for healthy social relationships and examples. Where we see more democratically
public "third spaces", and more focus on music in the schools, we also see less of this neediness.
580. "I love this valley but I find the air quality at times to be deplorable.
581.
582. Even in mid-April I'm not able to work in my back yard because of an irresponsible homeowner
who burns wet wood and lets it smolder all day. Solid, white smoke emissions come from this
chimney all day, every day from October to May.
583.
584. I do not want to stop homeowners from burning. Rather, they must understand how to burn
correctly. Educate offenders and enforce the change.
585.
586. We need good nuisance bylaws and enforcement to protect the lungs of Comox valley citizens.
This can be done easily, as it is in other communities, through visual assessment of wood smoke.
587. This Opacity measurement can be done from the street by a bylaw officer, without the need to
enter anyone's home."
588. I moved here for the quality of life and have not been disappointed! I wish I could clone myself
so I could attend all the amazing events that happen in our lovely little valley. I do think we need to
make a concentrated effort towards improving public transportation and additional roads to funnel
traffic between Comox and Courtenay. Other than that, life is pretty grand!
589. I moved here several years ago because Vancouver was unaffordable. The Comox Valley has
exceeded my expectations in terms of community and quality of life. I am very concerned about the
local air quality and amount of wood particulate in the air. We need to do more to regulate slash
pile burning in recently clear cut areas and teach residents how to burn wood properly!
590. I moved to the Comox Valley because it is a wonderfully situated and culturally vibrant town
close to an AgriLandReserve and to fresh mountain and sea air. However, my respiratory health has
declined alarmingly over the past 9 years due to the significant wood smoke pollution in my
neighbourhood and in the whole valley. I value health and the ability to breathe above all else and
am sad to have come to the conclusion that this is not a healthy place to live at present.
591. I moved to the Comox Valley three years ago. I enjoy living here for the outdoor activities, the
music, the art and the activities. I have been very surprised by the lack of a town planner, or even a
general pla, the homelessness, and the unwillingness to do anything about it. Have been surprised
by there being no greengrocers, but lots of shops. Have been surprised by the number of large
houses being built, when the area needs low cost and lower cost housing. I was also very surprised
by the lack of a dog park, and the amount of land not being put into parks. I do enjoy it here, but
feel that infrastructure is a problem. A town planner would be very useful here.
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592. I now have to stay indoors if the air quality is poor due to wood burning stoves in my area. Clear
air and water is a Canadian value!
593. I perceive we have dysfunctional municipal governance. It is expensive, does not work
collaboratively with development initiatives or other local govt. The complete streets project
received federal funding but could not organize the additional funding to remove overhead power
and communication services so is going ahead and doing a half assed job. Smells like an election and
councillors rushed the project to capitalize before the polls open. City of Courtenay hired 17 new
staff and is paying out of reserve funds. RCMP headquarters is ridiculously crowded due to
dysfunctional funding model between Municipal Provincial and Federal Govt.
594. I personally have a good quality of life at this stage in my life.
595. I plan to age in place but I worry about the availability of a place to live if I need nursing care in
the future. Why are there no senior group homes with a rotating nursing staff?
596. I purchased a place in downtown Courtenay area so I could walk and not drive to places.
Affordability was an issue which left me with less spending money on food, sports and
entertainment. I think more wealthy retired people are moving into the CV area, which has an
impact on livability of others less fortunate.
597. I recently moved here because of the quality of life. It's challenging to see the housing pressure
of Vancouver real estate affecting home prices and rentals here where opportunities for
employment are fewer. A lot of my neutral answers are because I'm new here.
598. I think cumberland has amazing drinking water, community collaboration and priorities to
conserve and maintain our environment as much as possible. Courtenay and comox do not feel as
connected. Cumberland has a great business model where local people are providing local food and
clothing and wares in a sustainable way while including community concepts and inviting more
tourism and connection to the outdoors. The more green space, community gardens, affordable
nutritious food the better. We should also have affordable childcare and access to more
transportation so our vulnerable community can access the support they need and feel connected.
Hubs of therapy for early intervention and community events.
599. I think it is very important that we recognize we need more mental health services, but not just
ones in an office we need OUTREACH mental health services. We also need to increase our
affordable housing stock. Even working a full time union job it is extremely difficult to make ends
meet. The housing crisis is incredibly impactful to the quality of life and ability to participate and
contribute to our communities and municipalities play a key role in addressing this very serious
issue.
600. I think it's great that you are talking about local food accessibility, but I think you need to
consider the producers of local food as well. We're a young farming family, and there's no way we
would be able to purchase the high quality of food we eat on our income, if we weren't growing it
ourselves.
601. "I think that I am very fortunate to be able to live in the Comox Valley.
602. I moved into the area in 1974 to go 'back to the land' in Black Creek. 1994 we moved to Victoria
until 2013 when we moved back to the Comox Valley to retire.
603. Both kids born in St. Joe's and living here now.
604. I think that VIHA is out of control - too much bureaucracy!!
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605. Very poor accommodation for 'old folks' homes."
606. "I think that perhaps part of the issue facing the Valley is people from other places coming to
the Valley and draining its resources.
607. 10 or so years ago the people who ran the social services had the time to give their clients but
now so many people have left their own towns thinking that there are more services here..
608.
609. I find a lot more people who are from else where and just here for a hand out and stay for as
long as that hand out lasts and then move on.
610. I feel that if you are going to use a town for it's services then you should be prepared to give
back to that community when you get better and are able.
611. That would be my 2 cents.
612.
613. I am very proud to live in such a giving and community minded town.
614. "
615. I think there is too much power given to small groups that are against new ideas and change.
Our community must grow and welcome new business in order for young persons to live and stay
here!
616. I think there should be more signage for wildlife e.g. deer crossing in the valley.
617. I think we need to involve a younger generation into political decisions in this valley. It means
reaching out to them first.
618. I thought the questions were tilted towards SJWs
619. I was born and raised here and I feel blessed to raise my family here and run a small business in
the Comox Valley that supports our family and 2 other households.
620. I WAS BORN IN COMOX AND LEFT FOR ABOUT 9 YRS BUT WAS ABLE TO MOVE BACK TO RAISE
MY CHILDREN AND FIND EMPLOYMENT. I HOPE MY GRANDCHILDREN WILL BE ABLE TO MOVE HERE
ONE DAY TO ENJOY THE COMOX VALLEY AND ALL IT HAS TO OFFER.
621. I wish city & local governments would have various road named the same name for their entire
length. I think that many roads are not connected due to one lot between both parts or a creek runs
between both parts. I also wish that all local governments would form one unit in the comox valley. I
also wish that all local governments would repair or replace local streets and roads to better then
3rd. world status. The local governments get a "D-" as a grade for their chance to borrow money to
take advantage of historical low interest rates to upgrade the afore -mentioned.
622. i work on the west side and would really like more recreational opportunities for families.
623. "I would appreciate questions related to community resilience and recovery from unforeseen
events and potential hazards (earthquake, flooding, etc). Questions like:
624. Do you believe that your community has planned for or is prepared to absorb, recover from,
and successfully adapt to adverse events (natural, environmental, technological, etc) ? "
625. I would enjoy quality of life more if the industries behind my residential home did not vent toxic
fumes across my yard making me feel sick and gives me a headache. Zoning like that is not good for
health.
626. i would like more gender-sensitive data and policies. Differences between women's needs more
impoverished and more #seniors) and male (more homeless #) need to be recognized. When poor
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more women stay home (isolated, limited cash flow) while more men roam the streets (homeless,
aggressive, public facilities become dirty). We would save money by paying attend to gender
differences. Also rather than more large empty buses, use more ecocars operating from accessible
hubs, more senior residences are desperately needed with all 3 levels of care, tax credits or reduced
fees for those seniors and families active in healthy living programs, penalties for those who engage
in destructive activities community work for those who damage public property, facilitate transition
to green economy, get ride of empty shopping mall spaces by providing activity hubs for artists,
NGOs, craft workshop spaces, dialogue soap boxes, choir practice etc. Make those empty spaces
live.
627. I would like to encourage the Comox valley to focus on being proactive in protecting the Comox
Valley from any further loss of healthy waterways and land and environment. We must find a way
to protect and nurture the commons. To stop selling our land off to developers that rake in huge
incomes while raising the price of homes and land. We need to develop alternative green energy
infrastructure and educate ourselves on the options that are most available to us in the Comox
Valley. Please protect ALR land and set up more of the same. We should have a hundred year plan
or more. As well as a plan to reduce GHGs immediately.
628. I would like to see a composting program in Courtenay.
629. I would love to see more affordable housing in the Comox Valley, especially for seniors.
630. I’d like to see more local and neighborhood events and organizations. Block and neighbourhood
associations, meetings,parties. Opportunities for neighbors to meet. Meeting places, public squares,
street markets.
631. I’ve lived here for a good portion of my life. I left to go to university and returned. I find it hard
to build a career. Additionally, it’s challenging to afford to live here and to find a home.
632. I'd like more trails..we go walking every day and it would be good to have some mre..especially
between Comox and Courtenay and to extend the airpark trail past Millard Creek.
633. If you want the Valley to grow you need to provide activities for ages 18-25. I get this is a
retirement area but if you want to catch good people who will put their talent into the Valley you
need to give young professional people things that they want like night clubs and trendy
restaurants. What happens if you don’t is the young people all leave. If you want great people,
especially younger people to give time and talent to the Valley you need to give them back what
they want or might want in other places. I am 30 years old, single man and this town doesn’t speak
to me at all
634. "Im a single mom of 2 with 5-19 employers each month and its never enough
635. Defending myself in a high conflict divorce has me swimming in unenforceable orders mist
importantly child support can not be enforced when the party has no bank accounts in their name
and attachments cant be made on businesses that are incorporated... cra lets a self employed
individual incorporate even if its only to escape court ordered support ... i realize its a jurisdictional
thing but this power/control abusive behaviour is very much supported by flawed legal and tax
systems are happening in and effecting our community"
636. I'm glad I moved here for the environment and the cultural activities. I'm willing to donate my
time to improve the quality of local government.
637. Improved recreation facilities on Hornby Island
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638. In general life is good here though measures to improve our winter air quality and protecting
the source of our drinking water are lagging behind.
639. Incentives to discontinue the use of wood burning stoves to heat home need to be changed so
that they are not replaced with a so-called EPA stove, which pumps out the same toxins and
particulates as old stoves. We have to get this valley off wood and smoke that is bad for
everybody's health and the environment.
640. Increased bike lanes and infrastructure would greatly improve the comox valley. Remove cars
from the road will improve traffic congestion and improve air quality.
641. Increased cycling infrastructure and food growing initiatives please.
642. "Instead of increasing taxes to the higher incomes/businesses, why don't we give tax cuts and/or
tax break incentives to the middle incomes to equal out to a better living wage. This could be
applied on a civic level in our property taxes for example..
643. "
644. Insufficient specialist medical services locally.
645. It couldn't be any better!
646. It has been pretty good so far.
647. It is a beautiful place to live but even though I make a living wage, I live paycheck to paycheck
because of the cost of rentals - prices are extreme and there are no subsidized rentals for people
who make a living wage - really, I shouldn't need subsidy but over 50% of my monthly wages go to
rental..... Not ok...
648. It is a relatively great place to live but there are underlying problems ( homelessness, urban
sprawl, poor wages etc.) that are not being dealt with adequately that could jeopardize that quality
of life in the near future. There are significant number of people already adversely affected.
649. It is a wonderful valley, but a growing community. It would be lovely to have trails along major
roads for cyclists to use safely. There have been a number of accidents or close calls involving
cyclists and impatient or unaware motorists. Thanks!
650. It is because I have a loving family, genuine friends, respectful relationships with employer's,
generally am treated relatively well by residents of the Comox Valley although racist attitudes exist,
and that has all contributed to my success attaining higher education that I enjoy a decent quality of
life. I am 35 and will have a bachelor degree in 6 months and will not be able to enter the housing
market for at least ten years. I have more social support than most and this is the reason why I can
participate in community life. We all need to take some responsibility for the ways in which we treat
others that can impact their ability to be active citizens within the comox valley and try to help uplift
those most vulnerable
651. It is getting too expensive because of off island immigrants and driving us locals out
652. It is getting too expensive to live here. Middle-lower income families can barely afford to rent,
and buying is no longer an option...
653. "It is good so far but I am worried for the future as my husband has Alzheimer's and I have heard
horror stories about extended care and hospital stays for patients such as he will one day become.
So far I am somewhat happy with the support that have been available to me but the structure of
the system for senior care, specifically for dementia patients, is quite confusing : so many branches
and departments it is hard to figure out the path to take.
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654. "
655. It is one of the best places in the world to live. It troubles me, though, that the gap between rich
and poor continues to grow, and young families have a really hard time making a living here.
656. It is truly the most amazing and beautiful place to live... but we all pay a price for that. I am for
all 3 communities amalgamating to help secure more money for the Valley and possibly make things
more affordable. We need industry here that pays more than min wage for people to survive. Thank
you
657. It is very difficult for young adults to purchase a home in the Comox Valley now or to access the
rental market. We need more affordable housing.
658. It’s beautiful but there are a lot of toxic people
659. "It’s hard to be new. Although people are very friendly and welcoming they already have their
organizations, friendship groups, and colleagues etc. It’s hard to join in.
660.
661. Coming from working in another school district, it is clear that students here are not getting the
services in school or from the community that they need. There’s inadequate food in homes. I was
surprised to find that I would be feeding students from school food and with my own food. There’s
lack of educational supports e.g. EAs, L.S.T. teachers, and counsellors in schools resulting in too
many unmet needs in every classroom which leads to lower academic learning for all. Many children
need community counselling/mental health education but it is not available. Early intervention is
key for so much and schools are the place to do it. Families need help."
662. It's a beautiful valley, keep up the good work! thank you!
663. It's a great place to live
664. It's a great place to live but fix the roads and help the people who are marginalized. Fewer
shootings, please. Fewer house fires.
665. It's a great place to live with many positive aspects. I fear over development will have many
negative affects.
666. It's a great place. This survey is slanted to changing things and an option to each question should
allow for "no change"
667. "It's a strange place. It's very hard to break into socially, so our first months here were among
the most isolated, painful, and lonely of my life, and there was no support available -no support
groups, no parenting groups providing child care, no ongoing social programs (e.g. longer than six
weeks or continuing through the summer).
668.
669. The air quality is horrible and bizarre. How is this permitted??
670.
671. We're among the lucky few who landed affordable housing. Thousands remain in need.
Everyone needs to stop talking and get building! The community needs well-managed, nonmarket
housing for people in every demographic. This is vital.
672.
673. Thank you for inviting communication. I hope great stuff comes out of your efforts!"
674. It's amazing to live here, we have a wonderful outdoor life, healthy food, and our local
governments are doing a good job of trying to make the right decisions. I think we could do more
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with looking at green energy alternatives for the future, this can create jobs. The forestry activity
needs to stop in the watershed - with climate change, this disruption will not be sustainable. We
need to take better care of our local marine environment, balancing use and harvest with
conservation and protection and pollution prevention. Air quality can be bad (I have a highly
compliant woodstove and operate it properly), but hydro is very expensive and the incentives to
switch from wood heat are not incentive enough. At the end of the day, the more sustainable we
can be locally, the healthier the community will be. We need more jobs, affordable housing, and
access to health care to address some of the root causes of our social problems (crime and drugs).
675. It's going down as our civilization goes down. There is too much regulation. Right now the RD is
revising their zoning bylaws and banning road side ag sales is on the table. not allowing people to
live in RVs on rural land is not helping the homeless situation. The planers have no Idea what it
means to have rotten teeth, poor food, shelter insecurity etc. They should not be tightening down
the thumb screws with even more regulation. Take the Anti Wood smoke crowd lead by Jen Ell for
example. There is no way I am going to lessen my dependence on heating my home. As hydro
forces me to pay more I will be using more wood heat not less especially in the times when wood
smoke hangs in the valley the most - when it's cold.
676. It's great but there's always room for improvement.
677. It's nice here. Winter air quality is atrocious. Manure spreading practices are poisonous.
recreational opportunities are numerous and affordable, although some things need to be more
expensive to pay for staff raises and equipment maintenance; e.g. the sports center
678. I've lived here for many years and love the Comox Valley. I feel there is far too much
development happening.
679. Land Taxes are getting to be a burden - Amalgamation of all the Comox Valley - reduce
overheads should equal less taxes.
680. Less money should be spent on governance and red tape, and more spent on the areas that
matter, like affordable housing, access to food and affordable sports for kids.
681. Life in the Comox Valley is so great!
682. Life is great but I'm moving because of the ferry cost to visit family and take trips to the
mainland.
683. Life would be better if there were not so many drugs on our streets causing more crime in the
area.It is the worse its ever been and getting worse all the time.
684. Look after what we have, keep things neat, clean, trimmed and repaired, instead of trying to get
the shiny new toys.
685. Love it here!
686. Love it.
687. "Love living here, hate the disrespect Conservation and humans have for our Wildlife, birds and
Marine life. They all need to stop slaughtering our wildlife. We are not good stewards to these poor
animals . I am ashamed at the stories of the Conservation slaughtering our animals on the Island.
688. "
689. Love living here. My only real concern is the congestion down Ryan hill, I consequently avoid
downtown if possible...another bridge??
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690. "love living in Courtenay...I’m a walker 10,000steps six days a week...go many different
directions.. the beauty of flowers,trees,rivers etc
691. ...the only concern the heavy duty double loaded trucks that come across the Condensory
bridge...on to Anderton Avenue...more and more are coming...why..."
692. LOVING LIFE IN THE COMOX VALLEY
693. lucky to have bought my house years ago. wish there was work here too. but I like spending my
money here. lots of people are really hurting with high cost of living and low wages.
694. Many people are homeless and the community needs to take responsibility and action to create
a no-barrier shelter with support staff to assist people with their lives
695. More affordable housing
696. More hospice care is required! Focus less on Maid and more on palliative care.
697. more municipal support is needed for early childhood programs so that licensed child care and
preschool programs can thrive not just survive.
698. More police traffic enforcement, drivers are very poor in the Comox Valley.
699. More trails!!!!!
700. Most families have 2 incomes and usually 1 adult in the household works 2 jobs
701. municipal amalgamation should be given strong consideration. The waterfront needs a huge
improvement and investment. look at what other municipalities such as Ladysmith, Cambell River,
Parksville etc how they capitalize the waterfront with trails, parks etc. The serious drug problem
needs to be addressed with education, treatment options, and better policing. Encourage economic
development in Comox, quit letting the NIMBY prevent the majority of development in Comox. It is
becoming a joke and harming our region. Tourism, have these municipalities heard of it? Oh that's
right, Comox wouldn't dare want a visitor come to their community. The turf soccer field needs to
mimic what other communities have done with their turf. Just look around the Island to see how
other communities have made their turf an appealing option, the CV has not. Parks for all the young
siblings who get dragged to sporting events, food options, washrooms, it really is a bit embarrassing.
The field itself is lovely
702. "Municipal leaders must be much bolder in developing social and supportive housing.
703. "
704. My biggest concern is the amount of dumped garbage out in the environment. There has to be
a better solution (community input) to this problem.
705. My concern is that when road improvements are made no thought is given to cyclist safety. The
condition of shoulders on our roads is becoming worse and worse. And the existence of shoulders
comes and goes when only car travel is considered. Bicycle travel is good for our environment but
when cyclists do not feel safe using the road system commuting by bicycle becomes less of an
option. No road work should be done without improvements for all users.
706. My family and I enjoy living in the Comox Valley but there are great concerns around our ability
to STAY in the Valley as housing prices have become "out of reach" in the past 2 years. We both
work full-time and have 2 kids in elementary school. Even though our wages are a livable wage - we
still have concerns around local housing costs. This significantly impacts our quality of life here in the
Valley.
707. My husband and I consider ourselves very fortunate to live here (27 years and counting).
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708. My husband and I have lived in the Valley since 2009 and although we have worked hard to try
and save for a house the prices keep increasing as does rent. We would love to stay here although
we are realizing we may not be able to. I wish there was a way to cap rent on homes to make it
more affordable and have more homes on the market that are not half a million dollars.
709. My life in the Comox Valley has been awesome but I had to move around for work a lot when
younger. Many young people still have to find work outside the Valley.
710. My life is awesome. I perceive younger people have a tough grind to provide shelter and work at
fulfilling employment
711. My personal quality of life in the CV is good because of the choices I make. We could use more
progressive and aware political leadership to ensure the valley is ready for the adaptations that will
be required to deal with climate change.
712. My personal quality of life is wonderful, however it is disturbing to see so many homeless
people and the disregard that many who are more fortunate have for them.
713. My quality of life here in the valley is fantastic-we live in a rare and true paradise.
714. My quality of life here is good, but I know that is not the case for many because of mental health
and/or addiction problems, or problems with life skills. I have no idea how this can be solved. I have
seen government agencies attempt to help some of these people to no avail.
715. My quality of life in the Comox Valley is extremely good. Plenty of outdoor opportunities,
healthy food and excellent sports facilities for all ages.
716. My quality of life in the Comox Valley is good, but many fellow citizens do not enjoy a good
quality of life. We need to do more for folks living in poverty, for those with mental health and
addiction issues, and regarding housing. Also, we need to have more progressive governance that
prioritizes environmental protections, that has creative multi-faceted housing solutions, works with
local First Nations, and takes an active stance to promote a sense of belonging for all citizens and
reduces stigma around poverty, mental health and substance use.
717. My quality of life is an everyday commitment to maintain my health. If a person doesn't have
their health then EVERY THING else falls to the way side.
718. My quality of life is astoundingly good. My investment in my community is equally high as a
business owner and a volunteer. My hope is that we will share our riches with the less fortunate.
719. My quality of life is excellent because I can afford recreation and good food. However others
are not so fortunate and I think food insecurity is the worst problem.
720. My quality of life is fine but it pains me to watch my adult children struggle so much in a Valley
that should be filled with opportunity
721. My quality of life is good as I'm still mobile and driving. When I become unable to drive the lack
of public transport will affect me. I am annoyed that there is imported food in the local grocery
stores when we live in a farming area. I feel municipal councils should a. be amalgamated to
increase efficiency, and b. make efforts to effect inclusion and reconciliation with local First Nations.
I think that cleaning up drinking water is a priority.
722. My quality of life is solid but I worry about many people who are living in poverty and don't have
access to affordable housing. As a growing community, we must do better at ensuring people have
access to the basics of healthy water, food and safe, affordable housing.
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723. My quality of life is very good. It has been a great place to raise children and to work. It has
grown responsibly and in a way that attracts quality people to move here.
724. My quality of life is what I make it, and it's fine, due to my own resourcefulness. I've seen a lot of
inequity, need and suffering in the Comox Valley. If people don't have the skills or resources, they
don't have the means to change their circumstances. I've heard a lot of judgement of those who are
disadvantaged. Something has to change.
725. "Need another vehicle river crossing. Need another pool. Need NIC to have sports, wellness,
programs and facilities
726. Require testing of septic, replacement of
727.
failing septic systems"
728. Need more side walks and bike lanes especially on Anderton Road in Comox and along Comox
Road along the dyke
729. Need to see action on homelessness....there is way too much time talking/arguing vs doing!
730. Need to tackle air pollution generated by homes, farmers and forestry burning wood
731. Negative presentation of engagements between the communities and the regional district are
detrimental to all. They need to work more co-operatively to benefit the whole.
732. New hospital is already above capacity. Long term stays must be moved out of the acute care
facility
733. New to courtenay, but enjoy life here.
734. Not enough affordable housing for medium income renters, I cannot afford 1800 a month for 2
bedroom. There are not the kinds of jobs here to support these rents. I am going to move after I am
done with school to Victoria where there are jobs and same price rentals.
735. ONCE AGAIN THE WOOD SMOKE ISSUE NEEDS TO BE DEALT WITH DECISIVELY THERE IS NO
EXCUSE FOR ALLOWING THIS TOXIC AIR POLLUTION TO CONTINUE IN THE COMOX VALLEY RUINING
AN OTHERWISE IDYLLIC ENVIRONMENT
736. "One of the best places in Canada to live, if you can afford it.
737. "
738. One of the big draws to the CV is the natural beauty and the care taken by the city, town and
private citizens in enhancing the urban design through landscaping and erecting attractive buildings.
BUT... that is gradually being ruined by allowing businesses and private citizens to increasingly erect
all shapes and sizes and types of signs on boulevards, utility poles, fences, etc. This quickly negates
the positives of urban design. I wonder what the point is in creating attractive surroundings if you
are going to allow all of these posted signs - of commercial or domestic use - to 'uglify' the
community? I hope that you can respond to this question.
739. "Our air quality issues need to be addressed.
740. Traffic congestion is becoming a serious problem. "
741. Our family lives in the Comox Valley by choice. My husband works and travels out of province.
We feel we have all the amenities of a larger city without the long commutes. That being said, the
traffic congestion has really increased in the seven years we’ve moved back to the Island.
742. Overall I believe the Comox Valley is a great place to live. We need to work together as a
community to acknowledge and fix the housing issues. I also believe we need to do more to keep
youth engaged and living here.
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743. "Overall, the Comox Valley is an outstanding place to live, thanks to good municipal leadership,
planners, local businesses and volunteers.
744. "
745. Overall, the quality of life is good here in the valley. That said, the biggest issue, I see is the
intersection of urban sprawl (low density), poor walk-score setup of current communities and really
a lack of food availability without vehicle access.
746. People with fireplaces should be educated on how to burn, and ticketed if their smoke is
excessive, some folks burn in seasoned wood and with damper almost closed, so smoke does not
rise as much as it should...
747. Please ban the use of residential wood stoves to heat homes/businesses. The air quality in the
valley is absolutely unhealthy for everyone.
748. Please help out identified low income area schools.
749. Please protect our air quality
750. Please work hard to keep infrastructure support even with development!! Too Too Much land
clearing at too fast a pace!!!
751. Politicians and public servants need to be more responsive to the needs of the electorate.
Amalgamate the 3 jurisdictions. Reduce bureaucracy. Contract out seasonal services. Allow
volunteers to keep Recreation Facilities open beyond 430pm 0n weekends. Have a municipal
mission statement. .."Comox is a pedestrian village".
752. poor winter air quality is a huge concern currently under acknowledged and unaddressed in the
older residential neighbourhoods of Courtenay, Comox and Cumberland
753. Provide FREQUENT, FLEXIBLE, ACCESSIBLE MINI-BUS TRANSPORTATION INSTEAD. Have
common transportation offered FROM events locations.
754. Public transport here is garbage. Increase frequency, even if it means reducing the size of the
busses to ensure maximisation of vehicle usage, and add a few routes. Also, extend the hours of
service. This will improve the quality of life for those who cannot drive, improve environmental air
quality, and reduce intoxicated driving.
755. quality could be improved with less business regulation and red-tape
756. quality of life worsening/degrading due to infrastructure not keeping up with population and
related growth - mostly result of 4 different local governments in the valley with too narrow
perspectives - need amalgamation to provide valley wide perspective and responsibility
757. "Quality of life here is generally good, but it is changing and some of the quality of life issues in
more urban areas are starting to creep in. The governance of the valley can maintain/improve the
quality of life here by taking action now before some of what we value is permanently lost.
758. "
759. Quality of life in the Comox Valley is severely impacted by multiple municipal governments that
are not adequately providing necessary services to Valley residents. For example, the Sid Williams
Theatre Society receives most of its funding from the City of Courtenay (it's a city-owned building),
however, its services are used proportionally by the whole Comox Valley and the other municipal
governments don't contribute proportionally. Services the theatre society provides could be
enhanced by adequate and stable funding support based on the entire population of the Comox
Valley.
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760. "quality of life is good, but access to medical
761. services is worrying.. The new hospital
762. has not improved things one iota.."
763. Quality of life is really good local Mayors should start playing together and give more back to the
Community especially when dealing with homelessness!!
764. Quality of life is very much affected by our social organization. It is ludicrous, expensive and
ineffective to have as many municipal governing entities in this small geography with its relatively
small population. Let’s get on with a reorganize our governance for so many reasons.
765. Rampant development and cutting don of the forests in order rot do this us heart breaking.
Connecting bike trails are a must
766. Rental costs are a huge concern. I've been in a 1-bedroom apartment for 6 years with my
daughter and at times with my other son and daughter (they are graduated now) because I can't
find anything affordable.
767. Road and bridge infrastructure desperately needed. As population increases so does traffic and
this hasn't been given consideration-the future is here now!!
768. Roads are too crowded. No road infrastructure. We need another bridge in the Valley. How
about looking at some one way streets in Courtenay.
769. Safe walking/ cycling on Lazo/ Knight road through a separate path or widening the road.
770. "Selling Merville water is dangerous to the environment, people in the area, animals. Half the
province was on fire last summer, we have water restrictions in summer, fire bans, Never mind the
plastic environmental aspect. CVRD can easily say no to zoning.
771.
772. Forced to pay for library in my huge property taxes, no books I desire, waste of money.
773. Museums and plays and music are AMAZING, but too expensive here, and thus I never go.
Never, I got mortgage, property tax, bills, and food to pay for.
774. Driftwood mall is abysmal for shopping, the movie theatre seats are horrid. What about the old
Canadian tire? How about a nice Chapters with Starbucks, a NICE theatre, or a nice large open space
for concerts in winter, farmers market, ceremonies, shows ( bridal, home, car, boat, comic, Celtic
ETC) Great for economy, jobs setting up each show, exposure for local business.
775. Why are they wasting money on some agrocomplex? Huge amounts of money! who needs that?
"
776. shocked at the air quality!
777. Since environment plays an important role in quality of life, I would like to have seen more
questions related to environment; specifically more questions about air and water quality issues.
778. Single moms with older children are severely impacted in the Comox Valley through lack of
affordable housing near high schools, taking care of our aging parents, lack of public transit, lack of
mental health supports for our children, and difficulty trying to learn about support programs for
families.
779. So incredibly happy to have made the move to this beautiful valley from the mainland!!
780. "stop with the wood burning/wood stoves!
781. Tame the dangerous driving habits which seem habitual to many valley residents!"
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782. Street lighting should be provided on main roads such as the dike road and Cumberland road to
make it easier for seniors to get around safely.
783. Stressful due to the lack of affordable housing beyond rental properties. As a young, single
professional, in a stable position, buying a home is a priority but out of reach.
784. Structured Healthy activities for youth with mental health issues are limited in the Valley.
785. Supportive housing for people struggling with homelessness and/or health issues
786. Sustainable community development and investment are important to consider for this
community, with a focus on equity and impact on environment/local and global ecosystem.
787. Thank you for the improved quality and depth of the questions.
788. Thank you for the survey!
789. Thank you for this opportunity. I would suggest that you give some idea as to how long the
survey is (ie. how many questions, for time constraints) and how far along you are in completing the
survey.
790. "Thank you for this opportunity. I do have some feedback on how this survey can evolve, if
you're open to possible change next year. If we want more people who are less privileged to
participate, then having a team of volunteers set up tables in public areas and encouraging inperson surveys could help. I have talked to many people who are unaware of this survey and as well
many seniors and others do not use the internet or have computers (in fact the majority (95%) of
seniors I work with do not use computers), so they are entirely excluded from this survey. Also
people have to see that there is value in this survey - if they are suffering and struggling life
(poverty, abuse, mental illness, etc), they may need to know how and why they would participate in
this survey and how will it impact them over time. If mainly middle class, white and entitled people
are the main people doing the survey, then we only get the picture from their perspective. I see that
you ask about a person's sex and if we are indigenous or visible minority, but not class or income
level or if we are gay/lesbian or religion etc. Finally some of the wording and the multiple choice
aspects could be changed to be less vague and disconnected. I noted this in some of my multiple
choice answers: the connectivity of issues is not really accounted for is we have to choose clean
water over air quality. And who are these specific choices serving. Thank you for taking the time to
read and incorporate my feedback.”
791. thanks for doing this survey as the information is very important to the organization I work with
daily
792. Thanks for the continued support of our CVGSAR. Much appreciated
793. Thank-you for offering this survey! Great, well thought out questions.
794. "The air quality can be very bad in Royston.”
795. The air quality is horrific! Wood stoves are unregulated and pollute Year-round. There is
frequent unregulated burning ofvyard and farm ware and too much burning of logging waste.
796. The Comox Valley community are not open and accepting to people from other regions.
797. The Comox Valley has become unaffordable to many of the long term residents. In the need to
appease development and speculation, the cost of living has dramatically increased. Many residents
will have to move and/ or lose their homes.
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798. The Comox Valley is a beautiful, friendly place to live if you have housing and an income. It feels
like a village with the resources of a town. We are blessed to enjoy life and resources and to
participate in building the community here and we do our best to help others access the same.
799. The Comox Valley is an exceptional place to live with many opportunities to enjoy both outdoor
and indoor activities. We have to ensure that the quality of life is maintained and not over
complicated by trying to create a Utopia that we can’t afford or need.
800. The Comox Valley is experiencing an aging population who will require a wide variety of
services. It is vital that we encourage young people to live and work here.
801. The Comox Valley is facing an urgent issue with poor air quality. We have some of the worst air
in the province in the winter months. More political will needed to address this issue.
802. the cost of living in the Valley has skyrocketed making it difficult for our kids and lover income
long term residents be able to live comfortably here. People moving here are taking over being able
to pay the high prices for activities and locally grown food and transportation costs. I think driving
due to gas prices is now limited and the bus services are limited. Fix the water issue and air quality.
803. The demographic of this town has been in steady decline since I was a child (I'm 25 now), from a
tight community of blue collar workers, to a retirement community, and more recently, a place for
mainlanders to use their substantial amounts of money from real estate across the straight, to
gentrify neighbourhoods. We've lost many good paying industry jobs, such as the decline in
commercial fishing, the closure of the mill, decline of logging and mining activity, and the decrease
in profitability of agriculture. Although I have listed in this survey that their is adequate well paying
work in the Valley, it's almost entirely due to the trades work related to the building boom, caused
by the listed above parties. Old stock valley residents are growing resentful, a story I've heard time
and time again, with more frequency as over the past three years.
804. "The fact that we can only choose one major priority in each of the areas is limiting to the true
spectrum of an individual's answer. Each area should allow up to three top priorities as many of
them are related and, therefore, have equal importance (or, weight).Taken in isolation leaves the
data somewhat inaccurate or misrepresented. For example - Food. Protecting our agricultural land is
important as a determinant that is controlled outside my household, however, being able to learn
more about growing locally is something I can control. To me, both are very important and of equal
priority. I want the municipality (or other governing bodies) to ensure farm food is protected but at
the sometime I want to take those measures to grow my own.
805. In the area of education, your questions are too vague, not detailed enough and will be ill
represented in your next report. There is much more to our public education and post secondary
education opportunities that are not articulated or captured in your questions."
806. The frequency of car accidents is deplorable.
807. The housing affordability is ridiculous here especially when there are few well paid jobs. I am
not sure how much longer I will be able to survive here. This is my home and that makes me sad. We
are becoming a soul-less place with over development with the new people not wanting to engage
with the community.
808. The housing crisis is a serious issue here, as well as employment with living wages. There needs
to be more supports in place for low income families.
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809. The misguided actions of politically motivated persons advocating for certain unnecessary
improvements requiring funding from taxes are detrimental to the economic development needed
for younger people to secure the financial security to allow them to live here and thrive. We need
more private sector investment here in new industry and infrastructure.
810. The quality of life is generally good but it’s getting out of control taxes need to reduce,more
increase in CPP,OAP for retired people,the cost of living is going through the roof soon we will all be
on the street.
811. The reading grade level (RGL) of this survey is 8.7. To get a more representative sample, I
suggest lowering the RGL 4 or 5.
812. The time is well past due for the Province to evaluate if our communities should be
amalgamated. When a petition was available for signing 2 years ago, it was very poorly advertised
and not enough people signed to forward this to the province. This needs to be done asap. The
hodge-podge servicing of our different communities wastes money, time and continues to be
confusing. We have lived here 20 years and this has been a frustration the entire time.
813. "The valley is great place to live.
814. At age 77, I need way more information on places to move to as I get less able to take care of
myself. Where does one get information? I don’t quite know."
815. There are many couples/families living in vans/campers etc due to the housing crisis in the
valley. Its extremely difficult to survive here, very few actually get ahead. I feel the housing prices
need to be addressed. High fuel costs is choking out economy. My man and i will be homeless in
the next two months, and we both work full time, are approved for 325k mortgage and we can't
find a place. Its ridiculous. Please help the residents of the valley, there are many people who are
struggling. I hope this helps your census, have a... Thought provoking day
816. There is a lot to be happy about in the Comox Valley, but as mentioned, air quality is an
important issue for me personally. I moved here 15 years ago for a physically active healthy lifestyle
but knowing what I know now would probably not do so again. I would certainly not choose to come
from away to retire here or raise a family here because the adverse effects of smoke, particularly on
infants and the elderly, are well known to experts. Living here and breathing the poor winter air
effected my health and fitness adversely. Over several years I developed asthma and frequent
respiratory infections and even a hernia (from coughing). For much of the time here I have had to
use puffers during the winter (5 or 6 months of the year) and had to reduce physical activity due to
asthma and illness.Two years ago we bought an expensive air filter and my respiratory health, and
level of physical activity, returned pretty much to normal. I have no doubt that my return to a better
level of personal health and fitness in winter months is a result of the filter providing cleaner air to
breathe indoors during winter months at night. More significant than my anecdotal evidence is that
experts and studies by experts both locally, nationally, and internationally have identified wood
smoke as a serious health issue in general and in this valley particularly. Although the filter improved
my health enormously, we have chosen to move this year because of not being able to open our
windows or run our HRV; we have to seal up the house and run a dehumidifier during the winter
months. Although awareness of the wood smoke issue is improving, thankfully, far too many
residents of the valley still remain oblivious or outright deny that dumping smoke into the
atmospheric commons is a health issue.
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817. There is a need to look at air quality
818. "There is not enough Arts & Culture included in this survey. MOST of the questions in that
section related to Sport. This is a big problem, we have a LOT of artists here who are not getting the
support, recognition and infrastructure they deserve, or that our community NEEDS.
819.
820. It is VITAL that the Arts receive greater support from local government and higher visibility
throughout our community as a pillar of what makes this place so great. "
821. There is nothing in Merville for seniors.The Merville hall could offer so much more.Its a waste
sitting there with so little for community socializing going on.I really enjoy the farmers market they
started last summer,although food is really expensive for low income people and there is nothing in
afternoons for seniors who don't drive at night to gather.I think we need a little pup in
Merville.There is no where to socialize.
822. There must be fair access to justice in the Comox Valley. The legal system is stacked in favour of
corporations and those that can afford the high costs of legal fees.
823. This community has a serious problem with air quality. I am a physical geographer and have
done multiple studies on the air quality here and it very poor, even on a nation wide scale. The
valley is a great place for children and young families, but exposure to harmful PM2.5 and NO2 can
cause very serious long term health effects especially when children are exposed at a young age.
One program to look at would be rebates for replacing wood stoves, as these are the main
contributor of PM2.5 to the atmosphere. When the particles are released the atmospheric effects of
the valley keep them trapped. The valley also needs to address the problem of residential sprawl.
We need to start building up. People in this community do not want to see high rises, or even
multiple story condos but this is the reality we need to accept if we want to ensure the protection of
our beautiful forests, rivers, and agricultural land. The ecological benefits of building vertically and
avoiding urban sprawl are great, as are the social and recreational benefits. This community is
growing quickly and is not the rural area many residents seem to imagine it as. All in all, the Comox
Valley has progressed significantly socially and culturally throughout my life. Racism is still a problem
here unfortunately against those of African descent, and particularly East Indians, which is very
unfortunate as these people deserve a spot in our vibrant community. More cultural events that
include long time residents of the valley as well as foreign exchange students would be greatly
beneficial.
824. This is a beautiful place to live and work but I see it slowly starting to crumble and the powers
that be need to listen to the community, and open there eyes if we want to remain a healthy
thriving community.
825. This is a beautiful place to live. It has grown and changed in positive ways over the 20 years I’ve
lived here. What detracts from pride of place is that for the most part, only those (like myself) who
can afford to live here and are lucky enough to get the limited jobs that support access to
middle/upper income reap the benefits. Put simply, it’s a great place to live if you are an affluent
upper middle class family with two incomes.
826. This is an amazing place for its natural attributes, ability to grow food, quality of life. I have
found great connections in the arts and culture, sports and accessing natural places. More needs to
be done to protect and impress on the public the value of our natural environment here.
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827. This is Eden.
828. This place has kind of always had the rep of a boring retirement community and now it feels a
shift more towards the younger people and offering them a good way of life too! Places open after
6pm. More things to do, places to go. Love it. More of that. Keep it up i think we are heading in the
right direction!!
829. This survey is too long. You'll lose participants partway through. It's good tho.
830. This survey seems biased toward asking for more and better services without asking who is
willing to pay for it and how it’s going to be done and by what level of government - it’s great to get
a snap shot of how people are feeling about their life in the Comox Valley, but without putting a
price tag on it, it’s not going to be a big surprise that people will always want more... also I am not
clear on why there is a governance question in isolation from all the associated issues including costbenefit
831. Though the Comox Valley is a beautiful place to live, it is becoming increasingly difficult to afford
housing, food and essentials. Extra income for non essentials is becoming more difficult to come by.
Work and employment opportunities are an issue in the valley. There are a number of good early
years programs at the moment however, the funding for these programs is now threatened which
will impact the quality of life for families in the valley.
832. Time to amalgamate all the levels of government. Promote the "City of Comox Valley"
833. to increase the valley in all areas we should amagulat the the valley (courtenay, comox and
cumberland
834. too many levels of government. a city a town a village and the regional district. amalgamation
will be more efficient and allow tax dollars to be better spent. make it easier to build housing.
encourage businesses which will hire employees.
835. "Too many people want to live here at this time, driving up housing prices, increasing traffic
congestion & pollution (in a small way), too many chain stores rather than unique independent
shops - it's these shops that make a community special. There are too many commercial signs being
erected around town, affecting the urban landscape... concerned about losing the night sky due to
increased lighting at night.
836. Shocked that the new hospital can't keep up with demand - what happened there? Have less
confidence in health care at a hospital that is over crowded and with overworked staff! That is how
'mistakes' happen. "
837. Very concerned re the amount of animal agribusiness (livestock, dairy) being supported or
encouraged given the negative impact on the environment and climate change. Would also like to
see more movement towards alternative/green energy alternatives than is happening presently
(solar, wind, geothermal) and a good job creator...
838. Very good quality of life here in Comox! I appreciate the community we live in and could not
imagine living elsewhere.
839. very positive, good services on a whole, more could be done for seniors in outlying areas
840. very satisfactory
841. Volunteering as I am for over 40 years now is the foundation of every community
842. We are currently in a duplex and will unlikely be able to buy a single family home in this area.
This means we will likely move in the next 5 years.
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843. We are losing too many trees to development. Can new subdivisions keep some of the larger
trees? The college has done a good job of this.
844. "We are recent transplants from the lower mainland.
845. We love the Comox Valley and consider it an undiscovered gem.
846. Development of the rail line between Victoria and the Comox Valley as a walking/riding tail
would draw people from around the world!"
847. We are retired, but have limited income and are paying off debt, so do not have much extra
money for cultural activities. Very busy around house with gardening etc., so do not visit parks or
participate in other activities that we might otherwise. Do not have money to travel as many retired
people do. I participate in volunteer activities, and we keep quite busy. Do have good quality of life,
on limited income. Generally very healthy.
848. We are very lucky compared to other places in Canada. However there is always room for
improvement.
849. We continue to destroy and pave over the natural values that most people value in our valley.
850. We have a wonderful place to live but need to keep taxes affordable so that people on
retirement incomes can still live in their own homes. We need better cycling lanes and routes
around the valley, many roads have no shoulder at all. More community programs for people who
can't afford to pay for the regular programs. Health support for retired people and homeless people
is needed especially mental health which is only there for those who know where to access it.
851. we have no quality of life here. we gained equity and that was the only benefit. we have to
allocate so much money to my wife's medical trips to the mainland because there's no access here
that we can't afford anything. we're on a third of our typical salary since she was forced to stop
working. i should mention she was/is able to work in several vocations within the boundaries of her
ability, but this town just doesn't see anything but a revolving door of disposable people for their
profit. this is an exceedingly sad town. We're transplants with little time here (2.5 yrs) but the
displeasure and lack of quality of life from everyone we've met is so disparaging. the demographic
i'm talking about is 15-50 through work, acquaintances met, social groups/clubs and wife's
volunteering as well as neighbours. who likely don't know this survey is out there and won't bother
taking the time for the 16 page 34 question, narrow questions.
852. We left Merville for Denman because of traffic noise. Any way to reduce traffic is good for us.
Safer walking necessary.
853. We live in a beautiful place but development is not necessarily taking place in a sustainable way.
Also, woodsmoke is a health hazard here. I live in Royston and there are days that I cannot enjoy
being outside due to woodsmoke. Also I think there should be a mandatory Comox Valley sewer
system including Royston, Cumberland, and points north of Courtenay and Comox. It should not be
a choice.
854. We live in a community where we could join together and make it affordable for everyone by
producing more local food, creating more affordable living, and more training of soft skills
855. We love it here but are very disappointed in the lack of residential care beds and respitebeds
and the effect this is having on families dealing with dementia and also how this lack is causing
overcrowding of our lovely new hospital.
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856. We love living here for quality of life, access to cultural events, use our volunteering skills - but
some of our city looks shabby. We don't present a good "first impression" for tourists and
visitors.Driving along Cliffe Avenue reveals a mixed assortment of unattractive buildings, parking lots
etc. There is no cohesion and a thorough overhaul is needed. Passing through the city one would not
see the beauty of the beaches, parklands, fields and mountain trails.
857. We love living here in the valley. However, I have a sense that municipal leadership is
unimaginative and not forward thinking. The population has increased, but the infrastructure to deal
with the changes seems to have stalled.
858. We love living in the Comox Valley but have thought about moving because of the appalling air
quality caused by wood smoke, especially from wood heat. It is impacting our health and even
enjoyment of our property. We smell smoke in our home. We can't use our yard when our
neighbours are using their stove. We often drive places so we don't have to walk through the
smoke. It is ridiculous that this beautiful area has multiple air advisories every winter (yet Vancouver
has none in the winter). It really impacts the health of our vulnerable populations and pollution is
usually worse in low income neighbourhoods. It is time to move people to cleaner, non-wood
burning options.
859. We loved Comox when we moved here but have found local political decisions to be very
disturbing and several others we know feel the same way.
860. We moved here in 2003 and we are very grateful that we chose this amazing place. It’s not
perfect, but it’s darn close! We appreciate the natural beauty and outdoor recreational
opportunities. Thank you for conducting this survey.
861. We moved to the Comox Valley because of the quaintness and beauty of the area. I hate to see
either of those qualities being lost.
862. We moved to the Comox Valley for the quality of life it has.
863. We need an amalgamation of the many governance entities in school district 72
864. We need more playgrounds
865. We need municipal law enforcement. The criminal element occupies our RCMP, so minor crime
and traffic law enforcement gets pushed aside. Time for a local police force.
866. "We need to engage with and do more for our homeless and low income fellow citizens.
867. We need to allow backyard chickens and bees in Courtenay/Comox"
868. We need to have a higher minimum wage and more affordable housing.
869. We need to see local government support the increase in housing for the existing and growing
population
870. We see people evicted from low cost (slum-like) housing so landlords can do basic upgrades and
charge high rentals. Individuals can get opioid medications covered by BC Med but have to pay for
non-opioid equivalents. Some of these individuals are recovering addicts who don't want to use
opioids in any form, legal or otherwise.
871. What a great place to live, but becoming more and more difficult for young people to get
started.
872. What a marvellous place on this planet to live
873. When we first came to the valley ,almost 50 years ago, it was a very pleasant, relaxed, and
thoughtful community with adequate infrastructure......Now with all the development the
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infrastructure has not kept pace, much to the lessening of the Valley's once relaxed, and pleasant
atmosphere
874. While development has increased, my enjoyment of the Valley has decreased. I realize there
needs to be "progress" but NOT at the expense of the natural environment!
875. While I have a good quality of life, I am concerned for seniors in the Comox Valley who are
isolated, and also for those who cannot afford housing or adequate and healthy food.
876. While I myself at this stage of my life enjoy a very high quality of life, I am frustrated on a daily
basis by the local authorities and their refusal to look to the future to make the Comox Valley a
better place for when the demographic bulge (those born in and around 1961) become 65. The lack
of leadership in transportation and housing issues in particular, but a general attitude resisting
meaningful public improvements will leave us all in terrible situation in only a few years time. I have
my fingers crossed that we see a major change after this coming election.
877. While my family is doing well, I do worry about so many other families I see that have lives overcomplicated by addictions issues. There are so many families with chronic users of all manner of
drugs that are giving their kids vapes and THC oil and then that just seems to be a slippery slope.
Especially as the legalization of marijuana comes into play I hope our local community will look to
support parents and families dealing with drug problems.
878. Won, we are very lucky.
879. Wonderful
880. wonderful place to live.
881. Worthwhile exercise - keep engaging and informing the community. Thanks
882. Would like to see one municipality covering the whole Comox Valley - Let's get a plan together!
883. would love to be able to have some chickens in my backyard in Courtenay
884. Would love to move closer to town where my friends are but it is unaffordable after looking for
5 years. Lack of transportation in the rural areas will make it impossible to stay here once I can no
longer drive.
885. Would love to see Comox Valley get a Junior A hockey team and more mentors for our youth
playing sports, including hockey.
886. you would have more useable data if you separated choices instead of lumping together - even
if they're related. eg transportation issues are very different in urban and rural areas.
887. "Your first list of things to chose the top 5 was confusing and too many items. And the lists to
chose just one item would have been better if asked to prioritize.
888. In general I find quality of life in the valley to be excellent. My own fault if, having lived here
only 5 years, I don't feel particularly connected."
889. Your survey is fundamentally flawed as it is strongly biased towards higher levels of government
intervention with its resultant increase in taxation.
890. you're doing a survey to gauge quality of life and leaving out key demographics by only making
this accessible to people who are computer literate, have access to one, and are aware of the
CRVD's actions, programs etc. This is a perfect example of how and why there is a lack of quality of
life in the area. the oversight is painful, telling, and comical. I've lived in several countries, towns,
cities, and villages. I've never come across one so backwards and ill equipped, when they have all
the means at their fingertips. My quality of life is lacking here mainly because have a disability. the
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treatment by employers is repugnant, the lack of access to proper medical and specialists is
laughable, the non-existent transit system makes for an isolated existence, and the city's apathy for
it's own people is horrifying.
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